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Stanford University protest
sets record high for arrests
By Bill Weeks
The strongest showing of Stanford University student activism
since the Vietnam War protests of
the late 1960s and early 1970s appears to be drawing to a close.
The issue: A student demand for
the Ford Motor Company to corporately withdraw from the white
supremacist country of South
Africa. Stanford holds 93,500 shares
of stock in the Ford corporation.
The result: The largest mass
arrest in Stanford’s history during a
two-day, sit-in, demonstration.
The protest began Monday night
when the Stanford Committee for a
Responsible Investment Policy
(SCRIP), composed primarily of
young undergraduates, called for a
sit-in in the campus’ Old Union
building.
Despite constant threats of arrest, the students remained in the
building until 4 a.m., with the last of
the 251 protesters were arrested and
removed from the Old Union building by campus police and Santa
Clara County Sheriff’s deputies.
Noon rally
They were charged with failure
to disperse and similar

S.

misdemeanors. After processing
they were released on their own
recognizance, according to Santa
Clara County officials.
Tuesday about 400 persons, many
of whom had been arrested the night
before, held a noon rally, and once
again converged on the Old Union
building.
The protesters remained in the
building several hours, but left
minutes before a 5:30 p.m. administration deadline after the majority
of demonstrators voted to leave
rather than face arrest.
The central demand of the
demonstrators was that the
university join a group of Ford
stockholders urging the end of the
motor company’s economic interests in South Africa.
But school officials said stock
proxies already had been dispatched
to the company’s stockholder
meeting and the Stanford board of
trustees had voted to abstain for the
pull-out proposal.
Peter Bing
Peter Bing, trustee president of
Stanford, told the demonstrators
there was no disagreement between
them over opposing apartheid, but

Bing said he favored urging the end
of racial segregation in South Africa
rather than economic withdrawal.
Stanford’s board of trustees
unanimously adopted a statement
Tuesday defending its stance and
criticizing students for "unlawful
occupation of university property."
SCRIP leaders held a "day of
reflection" noon rally yesterday in
front of a crowd of 350 persons in the
Old Union building.
SCRIP spokesman
A SCRIP spokesman commended
the trustees for their "willingness to
listen," but condemned them for not
taking tougher action against Ford
executives, and only limiting their
opposition to letter writing in their
complaints against their involvement in South Africa.
SCRIP also received yesterday a
statement from support by the Associated Students of SJSU and farm
worker spokesman Cesar Chavez.
As the result of earlier demands
from the students, the trustees have
agreed to conduct a cost-benefit
study on divestment of stock in those
firms that operate in South Africa. It
is expected to be completed by
October, according to the trustees.

Many of the members of SCRIP,
organizers of the two-day protests,
appear to have some connection
with a campus alternative-lifestyle
residence building called Columbae
House, according to the San Francisco Chronicle.
Focal point
Columbae House was a focal
point for much of the antiwar effort
at Stanford during the late 1960s, but
since has become a dormant place
for political activities.
Randy Keith, news editor of the
Stanford student newspaper The
Stanford Daily, feels that the
campus is calming down considerably.
"I expect things to wind down for
a while," Keith said. "Many of the
protesters are tired out and haven’t
been to classes for week and at
Stanford that’s a big thing."
A member of SCRIP, who was involved in the two-day demonstration, feels the opposite.
"It definitely is not winding
down," he said. "You can’t have a
sit-in every day. But we are having
meetings to try to help those who
were arrested, and are trying to educate people into this movement."

Student interest declining, say SJSU officials

Political apathy causes low A.S. vote
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A new cooking class?
Raychel Martinez tastes one of her culinary specialties, "pate de sable,- commonly
known as mud pies. She was captured in her outdoor kitchen just behind the home
economics building with her assistant Sue Graquist a student in a class dealing with
nursery children.

By Dave Murphy
An A.S. presidential candidate
receiving 1,027 votes usually would
lose the election by a substantial
margin, yet Steve Wright was a
landslide winner last month with
only that number of voters supporting him.
That total was enough for President-elect Wright because this
year’s election had 1,866 voters
the smallest number of voters in the
last 20 years.
This year’s low turnout underscores a trend of decreased student
participation in A.S. elections over
the past 10 years.
Student involvement in the election process hit its peak in 1969,

when 7,828 students ( roughly oecthird of the student body) went to the
polls. By comparison, only 7.2 per
cent of the students voted this year.
Why has there been such a
drastic change?
SJSU President John Bunzel said
that one reason for the larger turnouts in the late ’60s and early ’70s
was that students had more political
concern because of the United
States’ involvement in the Vietnam
War.
He also said -that many students
saw the war as a moral issue as well,
which increased their concern about
it.
"There is no comparable moral
issue now around which students can

Berkeley dwelling close to campus

Cooperative housing keeps costs low
By Heather Chaboya
While SJSU’s Spartan City
provides low-cost although dreary
and tiny-dwellings for married
students, UC Berkeley offers both
married and unmarried students the
choice of cooperative housing.
Co-op is student-owned housing
operated by the University on a nonprofit basis. Students work five
hours a week on the Co-op to reduce
the price.
The benefits of co-op housing are
living inexpensively close to campus.
Since 1933 the University
Student’s Cooperative Association
(USCA1 has grown from one small
house to 14 separate group living
facilities. Membership in 1933 was 13
students. Today more than 1,300
students are housed, or 4.5 per cent
of the total university enrollment.
Membership in the USCA is $10, a
one-time only, non-refundable fee.
USCA membership is open to all
registered students at the university. The only "catch" to living
cheaply in the co-op system is that
each resident works five hours a
week in the house or central kitchen
facilities.
Resident workload
"The cleaning is mainly maintenance, like sweeping or doing
dishes," Chong Kum, a student in
Euclid Hall, said. "I work the hourS
around my own schedule."
Clare Whaley, a freshman in a
large 155-person house, Cloyne
Court, said, "I clean the bathrooms.
We are assigned a duty at the beginning of the quarter (UC Berkeley
is on the quarter system) and keep it
for three months."
"But it gets pretty dirty around
here," she said, surveying the worn
rugs and dusty floors of a hallway.
"It gets pretty disgusting if you
don’t clean it up."
"Like, I wouldn’t want to bring
my mother here."
Many of the buildings are older,
and while the outsides are neat,
freshly painted and well kept, the
interiors lack such care.
Northside co-operative offers
studios and one-bedroom apartt111 3 month.
ments, from St ns
I Lri
and studeiii.,
share the one-bedroom apartments
to halve the costs.

Rochdale Village offers studios
from $115 a month to four-bedroom
apartments at $75 per person a
month. The students sign leases only
for their bedroom and are not responsible for the rent of any unfilled
bedroom.
There is even a vegetarian co-op
that offers room and board for 57
people at $119 a month.
Around SJSU, apartment living
varies from $210 a month for twobedroom apartments on 11th Street
to $325 a month for a four-bedroom
house ( also on llth Street). One bedroom apartments garner around
$150.
Currently, students pay $656 per
semester to live in SJSU dorms.

Life at a co-op is much like living
in a big house with a lot of people.
The food is cooked by central kitchen facilities.
"I don’t think the food here is any
better than the dorms," Kum in
Euclid Hall said. "Although once in
a while when we cook for ourselves
we blow it.
Student input
Mike Prannick, a student and
Central Kitchen Coordinator, said,
"There is a lot of student input into
the kitchen. If they want something
on the menu changed, we listen."
The central kitchen proved to be
modern, large , and included a
bakery.
"We have a professional baker
that’s very popular around here. He

bakes all of the pies, cookies, cakes
and sweet rolls and even tries out
student recipes," Prannick said.
"Anytime there’s a central kitchen facility food service people love
to get together and carp and kvetch
about it. But really it’s pretty good."
Although there are the group
living houses in which a room is
shared by another person, the co-op
system also owns three apartment
houses, open to upper-division and
graduate students.
The work allotment of five hours
per week for each student is an important aspect of living at the
houses, according to USCA Manager
Richard L. Palmer.
(Continued on page 10)

Claire Whaley sips coffee and looks out of her third story room In Cloyne Court. one of the Co-op houses. While devoid of
fancy furnishings, rent Is Inexpensive end students deorate however they wish.

divide themselves," Bunzel added.
The SJSU president also pointed
out that the average age of students
has gone up since then. On the
average, a full-time SJSU student
now is 26, about a year and one-half
older than his counterpart of the late
’60s.
"That suggests that the students
who come here are adults who in
many cases have families and jobs
which take up their time," Bunzel
said.
Apathy everywhere
AS. Adviser Louie Barozzi said
one of the reasons for the decline in
voters is that there is less interest in
politics now both among students
and members of the community.
He pointed to a low turnout in
recent school board elections as one
example of the apolitical nature of
the community.
Barozzi said another reason for
decreased turnouts is the disappearance of the Third World
Coalition (TWC) from student
politics. A few years ago, the TWC
had 17 of the 20 members of the A.S.
Council, according to Barozzi.
The TWC had combined with
spme progressive students to form
the TWC Progressive Slate, which
had a fairly strong voice in the elections, Barozzi said.
"That whole left wing third world
coalition disappeared," he added.
"And with it, I imagine, a whole
group of voters disappeared."

Barozzi said that although there
has been a sharp decline in the voter
turnout in the past 10 years, it has
not been a steady decline.
For example, in two recent years
(1974 and 1975), about 16 per cent of
the students voted in the A.S.
election. Even though those turnouts
are less than half of the one in 1969,
they do stand out as exceptions to
the declining trend.
The main reasons for that,
Barozzi said, is that those elections
were more hotly contested than
others in recent years.
"The other years when there
were low voter turnouts, there was
little distinction between the candidates," he said. "The year when
there was the largest turnout, there
was the biggest distinction."
Barozzi said similarity in the
beliefs of the presidential candidates
has been a major reason for the
declining turnout.
This year, for example, Wright
and Nathan Price both believed
pretty much the same thing, according to Barozzi. However, it was
a landslide because Wright campaigned very hard during the final
days before the election.
"There was no contest," Barozzi
said. "The type of campaign Nathan
ran was low-key, behind the scenes,
and therefore did not create an opposition to’Steve."
(Continued on page 3)

SJSU Co-op housing
can be funded by HUD
By Heather Chaboya
Cooperative student housing at
SJSU?
The answer to the question could
be yes, if students are receptive to
the idea.
Jim Welsh, tenant landlord
counselor, member of the staff
executive committee of the Housing
Service Center and a New College
student at SJSU would like to see it
and he has experience and ideas to
back it up.
In November Welsh was partly
sponsored by the A.S. Government
to attend a conference on co-op
housing and funding in Washington,
D.C.
As a landlord counselor for the
housing service center and a student
at SJSU, he is well aware of the
problems students can face in
regards to housing.
"We need planned, denser communities with recreation space,"
Welsh said. "The university can
provide a lot of the facilities and
space.’
Welsh believes that with a proper
proposal, co-op housing could be
funded with money provided by
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD). However, a feasibility study
needs to be done first.
"I’d like the A.S. to consider a
contract with me to do a feasibility
study on setting up a student co-op,
any size they want," Welsh said.
Welsh said that "any size" could
range from a small Victorian house
with 10 rooms to an old sorority or
fraternity with 40 rooms.

Welsh’s ideas include refurbishing the vacant YWCA building
on Third and Santa Clara streets to
accommodate dorm-style living,
with a common study area and
kitchen on each floor, to building
married student apartments on
Seventh and Reed streets.
"Let’s face it," Welsh said.
"Students are looking for cheap,
decent housing that will get them
through a couple of years of school."
Building married student housing
would not affect Spartan City ( a lowcost housing facility for married
students near Spartan Stadium),
Welsh said.
"There is always a need for
housing for a university of 26,000
students," he said.
The married student housing will
probably adopt some of Spartan
City’s requirements to be able to live
there, such as a 12-unit minimum for
one of the spouses.
The funding for the YWCA or the
new building could come from HUD
if the A.S. purchases the sites as an
addition to the campus, Welsh said.
"HUD has available $123 million
to be used for student housing on
campus. for dormitory -type
housing. If we could get money from
HUD, the benefit to the student community would be immediate."
"As soon as people started
moving in there would be a benefit,"
Welsh said.
Welsh elaborated on the type of
living at the YWCA if it were purchased as a student co-op.
(Continued on page 10)
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Letters
Prof defended
by students

Parties unite family members
By Celeste A. Diet
When Cardinal Richelieu hugged
the can-can girl, Marcel Marceau
looked on in silent amusement.
Behind him, the Three Musketeers
were deep in conversation with
Jacques Cousteau. Sound like a
Fellini film? Actually it was a birthday party for my grandfather.
Five years ago, my relatives
decided polite tea and cake parties
both for the oldsters
were boring
and the young ones. So, each year
Celeste A. Diet is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
they have thought up a theme for my
grandfather’s birthday. This year’s
theme was "Foote French style."
A "French-style" theme was
selected because my grandfather is
French, a descendant of a Basque
family which lived in Eysus,
France. He turned 81 last Sunday,
still spry after years of raising sheep
in the Central Valley. We came to his
party dressed as our favorite French
historical personality or character.
Whoever said family reunions
are dying hasn’t seen the Arbios clan
in action. Everybody gets into the
act.
One year we had a gambling
party with dice, roulette, a crap
table, the works.
It was fairly authentic except for
the play money used. The following
year the theme was wine. We had
walking grapes, the wine god
Bacchus, monks crushing grapes,
and numerous peasant girls.
This year cardboard cutouts of
sheep and chickens dotted the grass
in front of my aunt’s house. A
"family tree" adorned the front

door. Since the Arbios clan is
Catholic, that tree is fairly large.
To the casual on-looker, the party
in Stockton last weekend was one of
uncontrolled lunacy. On the contrary, however, these things are
organized down to the last detail,
with prizes for best costume, and
programs handed out.
Dressed as Maurice Chevalier,
my father began the program by
singing a song for my grandfather,
who was dressed as Cousteau, with
knit hat and "Save the Whales" Tshirt.
Following Dad, three of my
aunts, who are in their fifties, did a
can-can girl routine. Talent doesn’t
run heavily in the family, but they
sure do try.
Although it all sounds a bit silly,
these theme parties are great icebreakers for cousins, aunts, ahd
uncles who only see each other two
or three times a year.
Creativity is the name of the
game, and since my father is in
advertising, it seems only natural
that he be the master of ceremonies,
dreaming up themes and prizes.
The rest of us dream up the
costumes. Some of the costumes this
year were predictable, such as
Marie Antoinette, the Three
Musketeers and Empress
Josephine.
Other costumes revealed film
buffs. We had Quasimodo, the
hunchback of Notre Dame in attendance.
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Change name
to AP Daily
Editors:
Your judgment on selecting
which stories should be run on the
front page seems to be very questionable in the minds of many
students on campus.
Did you lose all faith and confidence in your reporters or did
Associated Press threaten you? It
seems appropriate to run wire
stories on the back page but not the
front.
I mean, what would outsiders

Dennis Mann
Radio/TV Broadcasting
Radio/TV Journalism
graduate student

Give priority
to redwoods
Editor:
This letter is in regard to the con
argument raised by Cheryl Dennison on the enlargement of Redwood
National Park. It is a shame that
Ms. Dennison failed to fully research
the subject before writing about it.
Since the park’s inception environmentalists have known the outcome. The park as it is now is located in a valley. Park boundaries
do not extend to the rims of the surrounding hills, however.
Since California does not have a
law against clear-cut logging it
follows that any operation of this
type on the rims of the hills and
canyon will not hold the topsoil when
the rains arrive. Result: runoff with
soil erosion.
This robs the land that has just
been logged of good soil for fast
secondary growth. It also sends the
silt down to widen and shift the river
bed of the canyon.
Some trees topple, others die
from having their lifeline covered
with silt a few feet thick. So the idea
of any redwood park is dependent on
the surrounding land.
What of the jobs? I take great offense at the comment that environmentalists have jobs that give them
a good living off the destruction of
their environment.
I, for one, quit a ten-year job to
study the effects of man on this
planet. I’ll gamble my future gladly
in hopes of a future job at work that
is compatible with life on this planet.
Since when do the jobs ( and
personal gain) of the few outweigh
the detriment to the many?
Loggers have been losing jobs for
years to automation. Where was
your voice then, Ms. Dennison?
Every bill I have ever heard of for

the expansion of this park has included re-training for those who do
lose their jobs.
Have you ever seen a clear-cut
area a few years after the final tree
was hauled out, Cheryl? Evidently
not, or you would know erosion has
not been avoided. A gradual increase in size to the park would only
make it more imperative to the companies to get the trees out any way
they could.
What good is a redwood park with
no trees?
No, it is you, Ms. Dennison, who
are making exaggerated claims.
Robert Barry
Environmental Studies senior

Chicano label
not accurate
Editor:
Mr. Jesus Garzia’s letter of May
3 appears to contain some contradictions, in addition to a few errors.
How has he identified so accurately that 24 per cent of the San
Jose community is "Chicanos"?
Has he asked those persons born
and raised in Mexico whether they
prefer to be "identified" as Chicanos, rather than as Mexicans?
How about the Filipinos, Cubans,
South Americans, Spaniards and
Puerto Ricans? Has he polled them,
too?
They too live in San Jose and,
despite what Mr. Garzia might erroneously believe, do share some
common cultural characteristics, to
one extent or another. For example,
they share some history, a language,
customs, religion, and surnames.
Because of these common
characteristics, they are referred to
as Hispanics. Whether such a designation is accepted proudly, with a
sense of disgrace, humbly, unconcernedly, or otherwise is a matter of
pers mai choice, I should imagine.
Perhaps a more appropriate
term to use might be "IndoHispanic," in order to reflect the
fusion of Indian and Spanish elements.
However, I seriously doubt that
the term "Chicano" is capable of
erasing so many years of history,
particularly in terms of social,
political and economic evolution.
Finally, out of sheer curiosity,
what does "Latin music" mean’
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Antonio Sanchez
Mexican-American Studies
graduate student

Aid to Mexico may slow immigration
By Patricia Escobedo
The problem of illegal aliens is increasing by leaps and bounds
Statistics show that of the 800,000
illegal aliens apprehended last year,
80 per cent were from Mexico. The
figure is growing and is expected to
increase this year.
Contrary to popular belief
Mexican nationals are not freeloading, good-time Charlies, but
hardworking, sincere and

(Comment

poverty, caused in part by a
whopping 40 per cent unemployment
rate, these aliens risk humiliation
and fear just for a chance to work.

devastatingly poor people looking
for work.

Each night hundreds of illegals
try to get to the other side by cutting
through barbed-wire fences, hiding
in bushes, and running from border
patrol searchlights. Many go without food or water for days.

To make life better for themselves and to escape Mexico’s

Most stand a chance of getting
over because the border patrol is not

equipped to handle such heavy
traffic. Once over, however, they
risk being exploited by smugglers
who guarantee them a job and
shelter.
What happens is that the alien
ends up working long and hard hours
for peanuts, and his housing conditions are disgraceful. All the while
he is constantly threatened to be
sent back to Mexico.
The repercussions of this
problem seem endless. Hand in hand
Patricia Escobedo is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
with the exploitation, the terrible
anger, bitterness, and hunger of
these people goes the rising border
crime rate.
What can be done to alleviate the
situation?
It has been shown that reliance
on the border patrol and immigration officials to control entrance
into the United States has not
worked.
The only viable alternative would
be for the United States to help
Mexico build up its economy. For
years we have depleted Mexico of its
natural resources. It’s about time
we put something back in.
The United States has helped
Europe and Japan build up their
countries even after we had gone to
war with them. Why not Mexico?
No ocean separates us. Mexico is
our neighbor and needs our help

Morrison. Gary Morse. Dave Murphy.
Kitty O’Neil. Mark Paxton. Regina’

Jamie Rozzi

Sports Editor .

We had sports buffs two came
as Guy Drut, Olympic gold medal
hurdler. Skiiers were represented by
Jean Claude Killy, of course.
An environmentalist came as
Jacques Cousteau. We even had his
son, Phillipe. Phillipe’s costume
took a lot of .work. My cousin from
Arizona simply rolled up his pants a
little and wore thongs.
Claudine Longet joined the party,
too. My cousin, Patti, in typical
"Chevy Chase humor" came attired
as Longet in blue ski overalls with a
silver revolver tucked inside. On her
chest she wore a heart, inscribed,
"My heart belongs to Andy."
The question is, how will we top
this one next year? Either our
creativity or my grandfather will
have to eventually give out. If
nothing else, there’s always the
"Gong Show."

Editor
Regarding the "Tower List," specifically two negative comments
about Dr. Carla Federici:
Seventeen cards were turned in
for Dr. Federici. Most were
favorable, but the two negative ones
said of Dr. Federici that she "asks
students personal questions" and
that she "embarrasses students by
publicly pointing out errors."
These two comments could well
have come from the same card, but
be that as it may, the undersigned
wish to say that we do not agree.
Dr. Federici has never asked any
of us "personal questions." As to
"embarrassing students by publicly
pointing out errors," perhaps
whoever made that comment ought
to have a private tutor. As far as we
are concerned we have never been
"embarrassed."
We resent the fact that the
slanted opinion of one (or two) obvious ax-grinders was printed as a
general opinion.
The Dr. Federici we know is a
warm, caring person dedicated to
the welfare of her students. She has
a keen sense of humor and at the
same time is thoroughly professional. Her classes are the high point
of our schedules.
She is a "professor’s professor,"
but the undersigned pay her a higher
compliment when we say she is a
"student’s professor."

coming to SJSU think about our
journalism department if they read
nothing but AP stories on the front
page!
In all fairness to your reporters
and the students of SJSU, it’s
something to think about.
Oh, yes, one more thing. If it
happens again at least change the
name of the paper to AP Daily!

’Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short (250
words) and to the point. The
Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or by mail.
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Suit by Ohlones possible

Indians, builder still at war

Clear for takeoff
This Cessna airplane did not miss the turnoff to Hil[view Airport, It is on campuses part of a display by the Flying Twenty, a
local aviation club. The plane was towed to the Seventh Street location late Wednesday night According to Steve Churchill,
club treasurer, kids on bicycles followeti the aii craft as it was piloted down city streets, to make sure the wings did not clip
branches or signs en route to SJSU

By Carol Sarasolui
The controversy over
the development of the
$600,000 Holiday Inn parking garage at Almaden and
West San Carlos streets,
will have its five-month
anniversary next Monday
with very little having been
decided.
It’s business as usual as
local Indians and a garage
developer refuse to compromise their positions.
The developers, WolffSesnon and Holiday Inn,
have said they will continue construction even
though all Indian remains
have not been sifted and reburied.
Local Indians are
threatening to sue if
development begins before

Author claims to have the answers
to education, transportation, ecology
By Ed Finkas
Arthur Pearl, who ran
for governor of Oregon in
1970, claims to have the
answers to a lot of
problems.
Pearl spoke on
education, transportation,
ecology, and poverty at
New College’s Alternative
Approaches to Learning
class Tuesday.
Pearl, author of the
novel "Atrocity of
Education," said he feels
people are not encouraged
to be students.
Mindlessly regurgitating
Galileo and Louis
Pasteur were discouraged
for trying to be students,
Pearl said.
"Education is debate,"
he said. It should try to get
the student to stand up and
debate issues and defend
himself.
Twelve million people
are in college because they
have no other place to go,
he said. SJSU is the least
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organist Chris Tietz at 5
p.m. Sunday at Grace
Cathedral Church at
California and Taylor
streets in San Francisco.
Admission is free.

its fifth anniversary
special from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. tomorrow at KSJS
Radio in Theater Arts 121.
Bands and exclusive taped
specials will be featured.

The Chicano Pre-Law
Association will meet at 4
p.m. Monday, in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. New
members are encouraged
to attend.

Today is the final day
for Aero students to sign-up
in the Aeronautics
Department for Aero 165,
166, and 175.

Cosa-Nuestra
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A day -long Raza
Newspaper Workshop will
be held, starting at 10 a.m.,
tomorrow at U.C.
Berkeley. Interested
students should contact
Manuel Sanchez at 2772242.
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Experimental jazz
saxophonish Brad Maiani
performs at 9 tonight at the
Rainbow Lady, Ninth and
Williams streets in San
Jose. Admission is free.

let

"The Twenty-Seventh
Day," the Friday Flick
sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega, shows at 7 and 10
tonight at Morris Dailey
Auditorium.

-1

"We need to put humans
into public transportation," he said.
There are no people
working at BART, he said.
Everything is computerized.
The progress of public
transportation has been to
remove people, Pearl said.
People would give up
their cars if good transportation which was
rapid, convenient, and
safe, were available, he
said.
What would be done
with the freeways? The
freeways could be torn up,
he said, and "we could
plant community gardens
there."
Against World
Pearl, who once had a
radio show called "Art
Pearl against the world,"
said no magical resources
which will solve our problems are left. The idea of
creating new energy
sources is unreal, he said.

The water shortage is
pointing in the wrong
direction for conservation
he said. Agriculture uses 85
per cent of the water, he
said.
Small Percentage
"Humans only use five
per cent," Pearl said. If
humans completely
stopped water use, it would
only make a five per cent
difference, he added.
Pearl’s solution to the
energy crisis is to decline
resource use by 90 per cent.
According to Pearl that
would not be difficult.
Also author of "New
Careers for the Poor,"
Pearl said there is no way
of dealing with poverty
unless wealth is dealt with.
After wealth goes so far
it is just destroying, he
said. "We tolerate
poverty," Pearl said.
Military Money
Money for his ideas
could come from the
military he said. Pearl had

spartaguide

An open-house forum on
the issue of rape and rape
victims will be held from 1
to 4 p.m. today at the
. Metropolitan YWCA, 375
South Third Street. The
program, which will include speakers and a film,
is coordinated by students
in Health Science 276,
Community Organization,
and the Valley Rape Crisis
Center. All interested are
welcome.
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obnoxious of several obnoxious choices, Pearl
said.
Important group
The 27,000 students at
SJSU could be the most
important group in this
community, Pearl said, but
instead the most important
event of the year is
University President John
Bunzel singing.
The use of automobiles
as a major form of transportation must be
changed, Pearl said,
because they cause
pollution.
There is no way we can
make it to the next century
using automobiles as our
main source, Pearl said.
Public Transportation
What is needed, according to Pearl, who came
in second out of several
candidates in the Oregon
gubernatorial race, is a
public rail travel system,
with plenty of people
working it.

The Flying Twenty is
hosting the second day of
its 2nd annual Air Faire
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today
on Seventh Street, near the
barbecue area. On display
will be a Cessna airplane, a
parachute and handglider
The University Chorus
presents a concert by
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presents

Lecturer Katherine
Bishop will speak on

WHO?
Sponsored by Alexion
Brothers Hospital ond your
local County agencies
WHAT?
An oll-day symposium
dealing with the problems
of Alcoholism Venerol
Disease Child Abuse
and Drugs
WHERE?
At the Eastridge
Community Center
WHEN?
Sunday May 15th from
12 noon until 4.30 PM
WHY?
Because Alexia Brothers
Hospital cores about you

and your family They
wont you to find out
about these serious subjects and how to deal
with them
HOW MUCH?
It’s FREE Attend one or oil
of the sessions For
additional information
call Brother Reginald at
259-5000

Realistically thinking,
Pearl said he thinks the
military could cut its
budget by one half. "A less
than 20 per cent cut would
pay for the transportation
system," he said.
In all of Pearl’s
programs he stresses the
use of human services as
the solution. What humans
can do for humans is where
the answers lie according
to Pearl.

Commuters blamed
for low voter turnout
(Continued from page 1)
Even last year, when
James Ferguson and Trish
McGraw had a hard-fought
campaign for the
presidency. Barozzi said
there was a low turnout
because McGraw and
Ferguson were similar in
their attitudes.
President-elect Wright
brought up one other
reason for the general

decline in the voter turnout. Wright said SJSU has
become more of a "commuter campus" in the past
few years, and that has
decreased interest in
student government.
"They (the commuters)
don’t recognize the need for
a good student voice in
many university policy
decisions," he said.

suspended by the city council on April 16 and permission to continue development was granted the developer after the conditions
(sifting the remains) were
removed.
The new ordinance will
have its first hearing before the council on Tuesday.

the sifting which has been
completed, the council has
not lived up to any of their
Feb. 17 agreements," he
said.
The council had agreed
to designate a religiolis-ctdtural center for the Indians.
Hoptowit said as far as
he knew there was no MIA
being made to do anything
about the religious center.
The possibility of a lawsuit has been mentioned
several times by the Id.
dians over the last five
months when they becam4
frustrated in dealing wick.
the developers and the citi
council.
Philip Di Napoli, an attorney for the Holiday Inn;
said his client "has recog;
nized for several weeks the
possibility of a lawsuit." ,:

Less ambiguous

Hoptowit, a California
Indian Legal Services attorney, said the major differences between the old
and new ordinances is that
the new one "clears up the
ambiguities."
The new ordinance
states that all Indian artifacts, even caves and rock
features, dating back to 50
years, will be protected.
The new ordinance also
provides for a specific time
frame in which those concerned will be allowed to
file an appeal before the
city council to halt construction of a site.
Hoptowit described the
new ordinance as a "developer’s ordinance," and
said he could "not wholeheartedly endorse it."
His concern stems from
the ordinance’s lack of
provisions for protecting a
site from being dug up and
artifacts and remains being buried elsewhere, he
said.
"However, under the
old ordinance re-burial was
automatic," he said, "now
it will not be."
Hoptowit indicated he
was dissatisfied with the
city council’s behavior.
"With the exception of

The irony of a possibi.
lawsuit, Hoptowit agreed
is that the cost in terms at
attorney’s fees and delay in
the construction would
very possibly exceed the
$35,000 the developer woulk
have to pay to finish tlkb6
sifting.
..
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"Legalized Murder" at the
Sunday Forum 7 p.m.
Sunday at Grace Baptist
Church.
Marjorie Green,
professor of philosophy,
U.C. Davis, will read a
paper entitled "Paradoxes
of Historicity," at 3 p.m.
today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. All interested students and
faculty are invited to attend.

V.D.
DRUGS
CHILD ABUSE &
ALCOHOLISM ARE
HOMEWRECKERS.
FIND OUT MAY 15.
FAMILY
HEALTH
SUNDAY.

suggested a $1.50 budget
and volunteer army for the
military, where the
volunteers bring their own
weapons.

we sitting is finished
Monday also marks the
one month date since funds
for the sifting ran out. The
San Jose City Council and
the developer have refused
to pay the additional $35,000 necessary to complete
the project.
Dr. Joseph Winter,
SJSU archeologist who
supervised the sifting, said
he will not return to the
project even if additional
funds are made available.
"I no longer wish to
work in an atmosphere
where nothing is definite,
nothing is certain and none
of the agreements are carried out," he said.
Latest dispute
The latest dispute
started when a contract to
sift through the remains
was awarded to Winter on
March 17 by the city council.
Unfortunately the
amount of dirt to be sifted
was underestimated no
one has yet taken credit for
the error and the project
was left uncompleted.
The contract was part of
a negotiated settlement
between the city council
and local Indians after the
Indians forced developers
to halt construction of the
garage on Jan. 15 using the
legal clout of an Aug. 20,
1976 ordinance.
Since that time a task
force, composed of two Indians, Winter, David Mitchell, attorney for the developer, Dennis Hoptowit, the
Indians attorney, and
representatives from the
city manager’s and city attorney’s office, have been
composing a new Indian
burial ground ordinance.
The old ordinance was

detection and the
parental role in control
of this potentially fatal
disease
230- 315
’Child Abuse"
Given by the Mental
Heolth Guidance Clinic
Learn how to recognize
the child abuser the
abused child and find our
what can be done for

1898. Spanish Armada gets taste of Dewey.
Dewey ’s crew gets taste of San Miguel.

May 1st, 1898.
Spain controls the
Philippines, but
out in Manila Bay
U.S. Navy Commodore George Dewey
wants the Spanish ships removed.
So at 5:41 a.m., with the help of his
able captain, he sends them his request.
Ile says, "You may fire when ready, Gridley"
The message gets through loud and
clear. And a short time later Commodore
Dewey becomes Admiral Dewey.
Once ashore, his
men discover one reason the Spaniards were
reluctant t9 ikeave. A masterfully bnIalsqd loser
I.s

called San Miguel. Pale Pilsner (Light).
And Cerveza Negra (Dark). Rich, malty.
with an intriguing taste.
The men are delighted. As news oi
Dewey’s triumph spreads, so among beer
connoisseurs does the reputation of the
rich tasting beer known as San Miguel.
Now, as then, San Miguel is naturally
brewed from the choicest hops, malt, and
barley obtainable throughout the world
Still naturally carbonated. Still painstakingly aged to let the rich, natural flavors
ripen to their full smoothness.
Today an entire world salutes the taste.

7,1

ricanliiisuct

The international beei
with the intriguing taste
of
,

them

12- 1:15
"Alcoholism"
A film presentation and
discussion given by the
Mexican American
Council on Alcoholism
Find out what effects this
disease con have on you
and the members of
your family and
community
115- 230
Venereal Disease"
The Santo Clara County
Health Deportment will
offer tips on prevention

315- 430
"Drugs"

w,:ev

on Drug
Abuse in Santo Clara

A discussion

we.z.Z.

County Given by the
’,onto Cloto County
Health Deportment
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’Two Fingers’ is
sadly lacking

Activist-poet Bly
views daydreams
By Bruce Wylie
"The most destructive
thing in the United States
now is the daydream. It
passes through the unconscious, draining our
energy. A daydream is
uaually a quality of selfpity."
Activist -poet Robert Bly
removed his long, black
boots as he lounged comfortably on an onstage
table before the excited
crowd of 250 persons that
gathered Wednesday evening in the Unumhum Room
of the S.U. to hear his
readings.
Bly, in appearing as the
concluding poet of the
spring campus poetry
series, described the difference between an ancient
culture and our modern
culture’s relationship to
daydreaming.
In an ancient culture, he
said, "the shaman teaches
them not to daydream. We
have lost the shaman, we
have lost those to teach us
not to daydream."
From the very beginning Bly was in gentle
command removing the
microphones until only the
roses and wildflowers
separated him from the
pillow section that lay at
his feet.
"In America, no one
knows what a poetry
reading is supposed to be.
We’ve only had them here
for about the last 20-30
years," he said.
Bly described the difference between European
and American poetic
delivery, citing the Russian
poets in particular, as
using "extensive
memorization of their

works" as is part of their
oral tradition.
It is their oral tradition
to memorize the poem
first," he said, a procedure
some American poets are
now beginning to use.
"Every public reading
in Russia is a political
event. The Russian
Government is scared with
15-20,000 attend a poetry
reading," he said.
Bly explained that their
readings sometimes last up
to six hours in length and
are often held in stadiums
to accommodate the
crowds so eager for
assembly.
One of his initial
readings was a prayer
entitled "My mother who
are on earth," dedicated to
the matriarchals so
universal in human
culture.
Bly cited the strong
traditions of the Zuni, Hopi
and Mohawk nations as
well as the patriarchal cultures with matriarchal traditions.
"Nothing is probably a
sin under a matriarchy, except maybe massage
parlors," he said.
Bly continually shifted
from remarks that evoked
laughter from the audience
to those that stilled the
room of comment.
His poem "Dead Seal"
had a rather quieting effect
with the tale of the slow
death of a seal that Bly
came across on the beach.
In response to the
energetic applause, Bly
stated, "I don’t know if it
does any good to clap after
it. What does it matter if a
good human being writes a
poem. We intend to let all

the seals die anyway. So
let’s not daydream about
it!"
Bly’s reflections took a
critical slant as he
described universities as
"daydream factories,"
many modern poets as
"light verse surrealists"
and Andy Warhol as a
"daydream artist who
never did a work of art in
his life."
Appropriately enough
the concluding series poet
cited the opening series
poet, Etheridge Knight, as
"making the best use of
sound in poetry readings"
of any poets in the U.S.
Bly described Knight as
the greatest poetry reader
in the United States" and
recited one of Knight’s
works entitled "Belly
Song."
The usual one-hour and
15 minute evening reading
grew to nearly double that
period with the audience’s
requests for Bly to continue.
Bly brought forth a
dulcimer for accompaniment as he chanted another
Yeats poem entitled
"Bolted Are the Shutters
When the Foul Wind
Blows."
"Poetry is attention to
what is out there," Bly said
as he pulled out several
masks to deirmstrate his
point.
Bly said he uses masks
in his readings because
"the human face is far to
comforting,"
"You think I’m a nice
guy, but! have one of these
inside," he said holding up
the realistic mask.

vy
Surrounded by flowers, poet Robert Bly addresses the Urnunhum Room audience as the concluding
poet in the Spring Contemporary American Poetry Festival

Food for finals blues
By Boydine Hall
As the eerie thought of
finals hovers in the shadow
of most students about this
time in the semester, the
need for a little selfpampering emerges.
Komatsu, 93 S. Central
Ave. in the wactory in
Campbell is the most
recent addition to the San
Jose area’s restaurants of
Japanese cuisine.
Upon entering
Komatsu, which opened
last Friday, the hostess,
waitress and the chef, who
is easily visible behind the
counter -grill, call out
welcome in Japanese. As
you leave, they all say
thank you very much and
good-bye.
The choice of sitting
either at the counter where
it is easy to watch the chef
prepare your meal or
sitting at one of the tables
or in a booth is left up to
you. but the booth is by far
the most luxurious.

Drummer
at seminar
Tony Puccio’s junk

sculpture of a train stands on Emeryville’s mudflats.

Junk inspires creativity
in New College student
By Ron Reid
When Tony Puccio, a
New College major, planned his train sculpture on
the mud flats of Emeryville, he was only going to
erect an engine and coal
car.
But after he had
finished that, his brotherin-law came down to help
and they "just went wild
tacking on cars."
"The only reason we
stopped," said Puccio, "is
that we ran out of nails."
The present creation, a
six-car train complete with
engine, cars and caboose,
stands on the bay mudflats
just north of the San Fran.
ciSco-Oakland Bay Bridge,
overlooked by Highway 17.
The train is basically a
total Puccio project, although his brother-in-law
did help him construct the
final few cars. His planning
and constructing of the
train was part of a class
project in the New College.
:It is built totally out of
nothing but nails and the
nialc that was already on

the mudflats. The only tool
Puccio used was a hammer.
"We were not there to
contribute to the junk but to
make the junk that was already there look better,"
he said.
In planning the sculpture, Puccio first drew a
picture of the engine as it
appeared in an encyclopedia. Then he drew another picture of it as he
thought it would look like
with the junk available on
the mudflats.
Then Puccio went to the
mudflats and cleared off an
area in order to start building. Utilizing boards, old
tires, barrels, and a variety
of other junk lying around,
he started his train. Four
weeks later, working six
hours a day for two to three
days a week, it was complete.
"It came out better than
I expected," he said.
The sculpture is totally
three dimensional, not one

dimensional like many
works on the flats built primarily for freeway viewing.
Puccio chose to build his
train in 3-D because "it will
last longer and the kid in
me wanted a train to play
in," he said.
The train was hit by
vandals once, Puccio said,
but will stay up if it is not
vandalized again.
"It’s pretty sturdy," he
said.
Puccio received all
sorts of feedback during
construction of the project.
"People would come
down when I was working
on it and want to take pictures of themselves in the
train, or with me shaking
hands with them on the
train, and all sorts of crazy
things," he said.
"What really made me
feel good," he continued,
"was when a couple came
down and had a picnic,
complete with wine, in the
dining car."

Percussionist Billy
Cobham will give a musical
demonstration and a lecture/seminar on drum
technique at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Cobham’s career
started in 1971 when he
joined guitarist John
McLaughlin and Jan
Hammer on keyboards to
form the Mahavishnu
Orchestra.
When the band broke up
in 1973, Cobham put
together his own band,
adding more jazz flavor to
the jazz-rock fusion that he
and McLaughlin had
pioneered.
Cobham has also been
very active in the studio.
When asked to prepare a
discography of albums that
he has played on, he
compiled a list of "75
albums I care to be connected with."
More recently, he has
been producing albums and
touring.
Cobham has also
finished a brief stint with
the Billy Cobham/George
Duke Band.
Cobham’s demonstration Tuesday will include a
bassist and keyboard
player.
Campus radio station
KSJS will feature 20 hours
of Cobham’s music in the
rock -jazz -soul period
Friday from 6 a.m. until 2
a.m. Saturday.

nestimisonanirstr. mraririvon

YOGA
With Coupon
Regular price
13.00
15.00
Full -Time Students
10.00
12.00
Non -Students
Class on Mondays 10-11:15 a.m. Begins May 16
Institute of PsychoPhysical Development, Inc.

293-6611

The soup served
Tuesday afternoon was
misoshiro, a soybean curd
soup. The tasty soup had an
onion flavor that added a
nice twist.
The chicken teriyaki
and beef teriyaki was so
tender that it is like an
expensive cut of beef. The
teriyaki sauce was thick
and rich, making the total
main course a delight.
On the lunch menu,
Tonkatsu (pork with bean

cake) and Niku Tofo (beef
with bean cake) is $2.85.
Shrimp tempura and beef
teriyaki and shrimp
tempura and chicken teriyaki is $5.80. In between is
chicken teriyaki and the
beef teriyaki. Both entrees
are $3.50 each.
If there is room for dessert, mandarin orange
slices and ice cream are
$.60 each.
Sake, wine and both
Japanese and American
beers are also available
The prices vary from $1 for
Asahi, Sapporo and Kirin
beer to 81.40 for sake.
Although Komatsu’,
prices may sound a little on
the expensive side for students, the value surely outweighs the price.
And one more point to
note, Komatsu will spoil
you! So be prepared to
know that once you plungc.
into the delicious meal at
Komatsu’s, you’re hooked’
Komatsu is open ever.
day from 11 to 2 p.m. for
lunch and from 5 to 10 p.m
for dinner.

cowboy hats. Now if they
can teach Lane to play
guitar and sing like Nelson
does, and come up with
sidemen like Nelson’s,
they’ll be worth listening
to.
"Two Fingers" lines up
like this: Lane on vocals
and rhythm guitar, Bobby
Wayne on lead, Ralph
Counts on bass, Ron
Stafford on steel guitar and
Dale Hall on drums.
Their best number was
a non -annoying "Close
Your Eyes," with Lane
imitating Nelson’s nasal
voice better than Willie
himself.
But, music lovers, don’t
give up. After all, you
wouldn’t condemn all California wines after drinking
a 99 cent special, would
you?
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A LUCASFILM LTD PRODUCTION
STAR WARS
MARK HAMILL HARRISON FORD CARRIE FISHER
PETER CUSHING

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX Presents
Scaling

Written and Directed by GEORGE

ALEC GUINNESS
LUCAS Produced try GARY KURTZ MuSor by JOHN WILLIAMS
PAIsloSISION’

PRINTS BY DE LUX ’

TECHNICCUYV

Star Wars opens May 25th in these cities:

THIS COUPON WORTH $2 00 ON ONE EIGHT WEEK COURSE

325 S. 1st St.. 4th Floor, San Jose

Booths with tatami floor
mats are enclosed with
Japanese shoji panels.
Sunken wells under the low
to the floor tables makes it
easy to stretch your legs
out while you relax and enjoy your meal.
So, take off your shoes
(Japanese custom to
protect the fragile mats)
and get ready for the real
treasure.
The lunch menu includes both a la carte items
and full lunches, complete
with soup, salad, rice and
picked vegetables.

By David Koenig
To consider "Jerry Max
Land and His Two Fingers
Cowboy Band" typical of
progressive country music
would be to consider paintby-numbers representative
of great art.
The aforementioned
quintet played a thundering, dismal, unevenly
paced hour of familiar
country tunes in the S.U.
Ampitheater recently.
Judging from their song
selection, Jerry Max and
his boys like, respect,
borrow from, and
generally idolize Willie
Nelson, Waylon Jennings,
and the other "Outlaws" of
current country.
"Two Fingers" stumbled through over a dozen
songs, ranging from Nelson
songs "Close Your Eyes
(I’m a Memory)," and
"It’s Not Supposed to Be
That Way" to Toy Caldwell’s "Can’t You See,"
made famous by Jennings
last year.
The performance was
plagued by indifferent
guitar work, lack of either
piano or horns (both
essential in "Western
Swing") and monotonal
singing.
The group is another in
a long and growing line of
bands trying to cash in on
the craze for progressive or
"Outlaw" country
precipitated by the
emergence of Austin centered Nelson and Jennings.
They even looked like
Nelson’s band. They wore
black shirts and jeans and

NEW YORK - Astor Plaza
NEW YORK Orpheum
HICKSVILLE - Twin
PARAMUS RKO
MENLO PARK Cinema
BOSTON -Charles
CINCINNATI - Showcase Ctn I
DAYTON - Dayton Mall I
DENVER - Cooper
ROCK ISLAND (Milani - Cinema 3
DETROIT -Americana I
LOUISVILLE - Cinema I
KANSAS CITY -Glenwood I
LOS ANGELES - Avco I
GR ORANGE -City Centre I

PHOENIX Cine Capri
SAN DIEGO Valley Circle
MINNEAPOLIS - St Louis Park
PHILADELPHIA - Eric s Place
PENNSAUKEN - Eric I
LAWRENCE VILLE - Eric II
CLAYMONT - Eric I
FAIRLESS HILLS Eric ll
PITTSBURGH - Showcase
PORTLAND Westgate I
SALT LAKE CITY -Centre
SAN FRANCISCO - Coronet
SACRAMENTO - Century 25
SAN JOSE -Century 22A
SEATTLE -U A 150

WASHINGTON - Uptown
TORONTO - Uptown I
’CHICAGO River Oaks I
’CHICAGO - Edens 2
’CHICAGO- Yorktown 3
’CHICAGO- Esquire
’DALLAS - NorthPark 2
’HOUSTON - Galleria 2
’DES MOINES - Riverhill
’INDIANAPOLIS- Eastwood
’OMAHA -Cm Center
MONTREAL -Westmont S,1
’VANCOUVER - Stanley
’ST LOUIS -Creve Coeur
’Opens May 27th
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Writing books no fantasy
for former SJSU student

C

John W Peterson
Professional fantasy writer, and former SJSU student , Patricia McKillip, spoke of her writing
styles, methods and inspirations for a seminar in advanced creative writing. Among the books
she has written are The Forgotten Beasts of Eld" and The Riddle-Master of Had
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Bar
Exam
By Geene Rees
Well, once again the
weekend has rolled around
and what with the weather
the way it is, you never
know what to expect. The
forecast for this weekend
could range from snow to
sunshine. If that is the
case, here are some drinks
that can either warm the
tummy or cool the liver.
Benidey’s Peachtree
One whole fresh peach
pitted and halved (canned
if desperate/
1 oz. of cocoanut milk
1 oz. orange juice
21/2 ounces light rum
11/2 ounces DeKuypers
peach liquer
602. water
1 cup of ice
Mix in blender until
smooth, or until you can’t
waitany longer.
: Merdean-Coffee
1 jigger of tequila
1 scoop of vanilla ice creak
11/2 jiggers Kahlua
fill with coffee
Creamed Brandy
This drink is for the
impatient drinker who only
wants to spend as little
time as necessary in the
kitchen.
2 scoops of vanilla ice
cream (must be vanilla)
1 jigger of brandy (any
brand)
Mix in blender and
drink. Guaranteed to get
you to return to the kitchen
for some more!
Silver Fizz
1 jigger of gin
1 tsp. sugar
1 egg white
1 oz. of lemon juice
3 oz. of Soda water
ice
Blend all ingredients in
blender until it fizzes and
drink until you start fizzing.
Ramos Fin
Pour 1 shot of gin in a
blender with ice.
Add sweet and sour mix to
taste (a few ounces).
Break in a whole egg and
.cld 3 or 4 dashes of orange
lower water
Top it off with cream
Blend until smooth
Pour concoction into an
eleven ounce glass and
enjoy.

CstrTt

4-’

Colorado Bulldog
Fill large glass with ice
half way up
Pour in 1/2 jigger of vodka
Fill glass with cola
Pour in 4 to 5ounces of half
and half cream
3 jiggers of Kahlua

Shake wellcareful it will
taste like a chocolate milk
shake but kick like a. .
One more bar exam will
appear this semester. So
until then remember a
good day ends with a good
drink! Cheers.

Carlin at S .J. Civic

George Carlin will be
coming to the San Jose
Civic Auditorium this
Sunday at 8 p.m. and to the
Berkeley Community
Theatre on Saturday at 8
p.m.
Carlin has recently
hosted The Tonight Show,
and has released five
comedy albums.

The comic has toured
the concert circuits and
college campuses since
1970, but has given up night
clubs. "The places where
they’re drinking and
chewing and throwing rolls
at each other," is how Car-
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RELAX and enjoy one of
our specialty coffee drinks
on us...
WHILE YOU’RE HERE TRY
A big mug of Cafe au telt A steaming cup
Caffe Borgia
of creamy Cappucino Italian
Perfect Recipe Special
Wo si id go through our whole tempting menu.
But this is all by way of saying The
Perfect Recipe is own to hungry
soul, until 110 p.m Monday
thru ....attinlay and until

hlilpnt on Sunday.

;

tin describes the clubs.
Carlin received his first
TV appearance in 1965 on
the Mery Griffin Show and
has since made more than
300 TV appearances.
Carlin has been given
the reputation of being a
solid concert performer.
Tickets for the show can
be purchased by phoning
(415) Teletix.

By Kathy Morrison
One might expect a
professional writer of
fantasy books to look different from the average
person, to wear perhaps
strange clothes covered
with mystical symbols, or
at least to be accompanied
by a small cat or goblin.
But Patricia McKillip
had nary a magical spell
about her.
Instead, clad in jeans
and a velvet jacket, the
author of several successful fantasies including
"The Forgotten Beats of
Eld," appeared to be just
another student in
Professor Nils Peterson’s
seminar in advanced creative writing.
Which is really not so
surprising, because
McKillip is a former
student of Peterson’s and a
graduate of SJSU,
receiving her M.A. here
just four years ago.
Soft-spoken
almost
shyshe talked with the
class Wednesday afternoon
about her books and her
writing methods.
The publishing of
McKillip’s first book, "The
House on Parchment
Street" in 1972, was "entirely unplanned."
She was working at
Macy’s at the time and,
having no literary agent,
sent the manuscript off to
addresses of publishing
houses she had acquired
from a magazine.
A writer primarily for
children, the book was
based on legends of a 400year -old vicarage in
England where her family
had lived when she was
young.
"I had this image of a
young girl going down the
stairway in the house
wearing an old-fashioned
costume," McKillip said.
Working with that
image and the legends of
the vicarage, which told of
priests who would hide in
the cellar to escape the
Roundheads in 17th century England, McKillip
created a ghost story about
two teenagers living in the
ancient house.
The third publisher she
tried, Atheneum, said they
would accept the book if
she revised it. McKillip
credited their "very good
children’s editor" for

Godspell
Circle Star
"Godspell" will be
coming to the Circle Star
Theatre for a four day run
starting this Saturday.
A total of six performances will be given in
the theatre. There will be
two performances on
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and
again at 10:30, on Sunday
at 3 and 7:30 p.m., then
again on Tuesday and
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the show can
be purchased at all major
agencies for 87.50 and 86.50
to see the Saturday night
shows, and 86.50 and $5.50
for the Sunday-Wednesday
night performances, and
$5.50 or 84.50 for the Sunday
matinee.

ASPB PRESENTS
A Musical Demonstration
Lecture/Seminar

BILLY
COBHAM
with
a bassist Et keyboardist

Tues., May 17th
8:00

Select a
COM pil mentan
@ penult) roily. -

drink s ith this ad.

The
Perfect Recipe
220 El Pasco de Saratoga
Corner of Saratoga & Campbell Ave.

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: $1.00
Available at A.S. Business Office
and at the door

criticism and suggestions
for the manuscript.
Her second book was a
"pure children’s fantasy,"
and then came "The
Forgotten Beasts of Eld," a
story of a female wizard
and her magical animals
which McKillip wrote for
an older audience.
"But it was a little
humiliating when my
children’s editor accepted
it," she said.
McKillip wrote
"Beasts" in just five weeks
"because I was broke, and
living on an army cot in my
parents’ house."
The book, which is a
very formal fantasy, was
printed by Avon’s adult
paperback section and was
received very favorably by
national book reviewers.
McKillip’s latest work,
"The Riddle-Master of
Hed," is the first part of a
fantasy trilogy and is
already into its second
printing. In contrast to
"Beasts", "Riddle Master" is written in a
very in formal style which
took its author two years to
perfect to her liking.
"I had to go through
thousands of pages to get
the right style," she said,
and told how she was sitting in the Student Union
one day reading through
the 500 pages she had just
written.
"I said to myself ’This is
terrible’ and I threw it out
and started over."
She added that for a
long time the book didn’t
want to go in the direction
she wanted.
"It turns out it was right
and I was wrong," she
observed with a smile.
The second part of the
trilogy, as yet untitled, is
due for publication in the
fall. McKillip recently
received a letter from the
publisher reporting that
readers already want to
know when the third book
will be in print.
The author said she
usually just starts with an
idea, and lets the book go
from there.
"A lot of people may
think that’s not a good way
to write, but you have to do

what works for you," she
said, explaining that the
"idea" method is
especially necessary when
working on adventure fantasies.
"You want to make it so
you don’t quite know
what’s going to happen
yourself," she added.
The author, who says
she is "almost as old as
Mick Jagger," usually does
all her writing in longhand,
and then types it up.
"That way you can
carry your writing with
you," she said, adding,
"I’ve written in some
pretty strange places,
including bus stops and
restrooms."
McKillip also recommended writing in what she

writers read themselves
when they are not
working?

called "the dungeons of the
library bookstacks," where
she did much of her work
while a student at SJSU.
After she completes her
trilogy, McKillip would like
to try her hand at a
medieval historical novel,
which would involve
working with a real
background, rather than
one she created.
And what do fantasy

"I read Star Trek books
now," she said, "though
when I was younger I read
Kipling, and I dipped into
Dostoevski because I liked
his plots.
"After reading for 20
years it’s hard to find
things that challenge you."

TEACHERS WANTED for:
(Single Women 20-351
CANOEING, SAILING, RIFLERY, ARCHERY, WATERSKIING,
PHOTOGRAPHY-YEARBOOK, "ESL" GYMNASTICS, FENCING
ENGLISH-WESTERN RIDING for fine High Sierra Girls’
Camp. Dates: 7/5-8/17
Also needed: LAUNDRESSESI2), KITCHEN WORKERS, AUTO
MECHANIC, CONSTRUCTION. IM or Ft
esp. Requered Dates JuneAugust
Call: 967.4297 Day Or Eve
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Definitive Recordings
for the Avant -Garde
Sale ends Wednesday

OWMfrs. Sug.
List Price 5.98

May 18, 1977

WHERIMUSE.
records

tapes

records

Available at 3 San Jose locations: 1971 TULLY RD.
1029 BLOSSOM HILL RD. 395 S. WINCHESTER BLVD.

pulipla May Schedule
*SPECIAL EVENTS*
May 14 Peppers Pow Wow
Saturday
American Indian, Jim Pepper, presented the "new talent"
award for woodwinds in 1970 by Down Beat Magazine, has
creatively blended beautiful Indian folk songs with modem jazz.
Pepper, throughout his career, has performed with Larry
Coryell, Elvin Jones, Don Cherry, Ornette Coleman, and Frank
ZaPPa-

*May 20 Comedy Showcase/
Friday David Ray
A group of Bay Area comics, who perform regularly in San
Francisco at clubs like the Holy City Zoo will join David Ray
to provide a type of entertainment rarely seen in San Jose.
David Ray, former New York City cabby, is an impeccable
stylist, amazing vocalist and writer. David, while in New York
entertained at the Other End and Home.

’May 27-29 - Mugo Eddy Gale and the
California Movement
Eddy Gale, San Jose’s Ambassador of Jazz, will bring his group
to Eulipia this Memorial Day Weekend to kick off his goodwill
tour across the United States

REGULAR SCHEDULE
Wednesdays Bob Johnson

Quartet

Bob Jchnson on sax joined by Russel Ferrante who’s perfcenecl
with greats like Dave Leibman, Art Blaky, and Robin Ford.
Stan Poplin is on base with Jim Chantelope on drums.

Fridays David Ray
Saturdays Hi-tones
Paul Contos, on sax and flute, is considered by many to be
one of the finest flautists in the Bay Area.

Sundays

Classical Dining 7:00 9:00
A dinner special combined with live classical performances

ulipia
374 South Flust Street San lose CA 95113
t4081 293-6818
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Dutch drama paper
published by dean
By Ernie Hill
A paper about theater in
the Netherlands during the
16th century has just been
published by the dean of
the SJSU School of Humanities and the Arts.
The article by Dr.
Henry A. Bruinsma is
entitled "The Chambers of
Rhetoric in the History of
Dutch Theater," and is in
the current issue of San
Jose Studies, a campus triannual booklet of
previously unpublished
works.

"I’ve recently been
studying the theater and
how it is used as a
propaganda tool,"
Bruinsma said.

guild, or a chamber as they
were known.
Strict rule
The Netherlands were
under the strict rule of Spain during this period
and the theater was the
only way the Dutch could
express their beliefs
through speech.

He ties this theme into
his paper on the Dutch
chambers of rhetoric in the
16th century. The theater
was so popular, in many
cities, each street had a

The chambers of
rhetoric were largely
responsible for the Dutch,
later leading to their independence, according to
Bruinsma.

Bruinsma, who is
Dutch, has been interested
in the Dutch theater for
most of his adult life.

SJSU students called complacent,
ignorant of issues of ’60s, prof says
After teaching two
semesters, Eric Heit,
assistant professor of AfroAmerican Studies and
History says that compared to other universities
students here are very
complacent.
Heit, 28, said most
students on campus are
career-oriented and don’t
have any idea of what
students went through in
the ’60s.
"It was a time of unrest
and protest," Heit said. "I
remember going to class
and seeing hordes of armed
police on the rooftops.
People were aware of what
was going on around
them."

In 1539, at a large
t.heatric festival in the city
of Ghent, fighting broke out
between members of different religious groups.
Spanish troops were
brought in to quiet down
the rioters.
Riots similar
"You could almost
relate it to the campus riots
of the 1960s," Bruinsma
said.
The rioters, composed
mostly of arguing Roman
Catholics and Protestants,
overcame their religious
differences and fought
together for the first time
against the troops of King
Charles V.

Assistant Professor of Afro-American studies and history Eric
Heit believes that studying about the past can hell) in dealing
with problems in the present.

Heit said things have
calmed down since the ’60s
but stressed it is "wrong to
assume our problems are
solved."
"The Bakke decision is
an indication of this," he
explained. "It shows a
basic lack of understanding
of what minorities have
gone through."
Because the court is
made up of Nixon appointees. Heit said he feels

it seems likely the court . and informed citizen."
Heil explained that
will uphold the Bakke
learning history serves a
decision.
real purpose and value.
"This may provide
"Through a history class
seeds for strong discontent
one can see how a ghetto
among minorities," he
comes to exist," he said.
said.
"America owes people a
surdecent living if it’s going to
"The court may
that this is a
take
claim
and
prise us however,
progressive society, he
into consideration the
said. "It’s about time
social ramifications of the
America made true its
decision," he added.
promise of full equality for
Referring to the
all.
students’ role. Heit said it
seems as if students don’t
"You can’t legislate this
take an interest in selecting
equality, he added. "But it
courses that would help
is cheaper in the long run to
them learn about the
give people opportunities in
outside world.
the society than it is to
provide them with
It is all a part of
welfare."
becoming an intelligent
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ASJOR’S COIN-OP 4Ug0 WASH
Spring Clean your car or motorcycle
500
washwax

250
’_;14.-1160t

vacuum
cleaners

Open 24 hours
732 S. 1st (near Virginia)
804 Lincoln (near Parkmoor)

That began what is
known as the "80 Year
War," resulting in the
Netherlands’ independence
from Spain in 1618.
Bruinsma, who has
spent the last two years at
SJSU, took a two-month
lecture tour of Europe in
1974. He spent much of his
time doing research in the
Ghent archives, studying
his roots.
Far ahead
The Netherlands were
also far ahead of the
English when it came to
financial support of the
theater by the cities, according to Bruinsma.

Jon Porter

SJSU’s dean of humanities and arts. Henry A. Bruinsma.

In 1638, Amsterdam
provided municipal funds
to remodel the
Schouwburg, the city’s
large indoor playhouse.
The Amsterdam
Schouwburg became the
first of the European
municipal theaters, at the
time when Shakespearean
theaters in England where
still forced to operate
outside of city limits.
Bruinsma was proud to
add, that the Schouwburg
still stands today.
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New fall class to ease math fear
Do you cringe when you
read the words "propor"percentage."
"variance," and "curve."?
Do you hastily look away
from a textbook page
covered with graphs’ If so,
you probably suffer from
math anxiety.
A new course. Math 96 is

being offered especially for
womenthe most likely to
next
avoid math
semester.
Taught by Dr. Leonard
Feldman with six guest
lecturers, this course,
designed for the math
avoider, is sponsored by
the mathematics depart-

ment and women’s studies.
a
The three-unit class will
be offered Monday and
Wednesdays from 4 to 5:15
p.m. Anyone who has not
avoided math and would
like to tutor for academic
credit should see Feldman
in MH 217.

Study
Contemporary
British Theatre
in
London, England
* $769.00 *
feduring
1YLTickets to six performances including the National Theatre, the Royal
VShakespearean, D’Oyly Carte Opera, West End Performance and
other plays.
j.t. Lectures by prominent actors and authors including Robert Morley
V Peter Boll, Malcolm Young plus faculty of the Center for Arts and
Related Studies at the City University of London.

Three units of upper division, degree applicable credit in theatre arts.
4Cost includes round trip air fare, accommodations, tuition and
theatre tickets
Reservation are now being accepted!
Sign up early to guarantee a spot in this popular
Office of Continuing Education
Sari Jose State University
Journalism Classroom 136B
14081 277 2182

program!

Januctry 7-21,
197R
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When you’ve just found out that the place
you booked 2 months ago for the biggest bash
of the year went out of business 2 weeks ago
...it’s no time to get filled up.
Lite Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.
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Two -wheel solution to
four-wheel problem
By Mark Rosenberg
Ellie Gioumousis is a
woman of great foresight.
Not only does she have a
solution for the SJSU
parking problem, but she
foresees the problems her
solution would cause. And
she has a solution for those,
1.00.

The answer, she
believes, is as plain as the
spokes on a Schwinn:
bicycles.

A hand crafted bound Bible often symbolizes the devotion many
feel towards their new found religion
iv

Bicycles would take up
far less of the precious
parking space in the
campus area. If all
students who live within
five miles of campus would
ride bikes, the parking
problem would be solved,
Gioumousis said.
And, her business would
be booming. Gioumousis is
the director of the campus
bike shop located on the
second level of the Student
Union.

in the space necessary to
park one car.
The type of bike racks
that are presently used .at
SJSU are all right for
people who ride inexpensive bicycles. But for
someone like Gioumousis,
bike lockers are necessary.
She owns a bicycle
worth about $600. she said.
It has silk tires and a
titanium frame. The entire
bike weighs about 17
pounds.
Gioumousis, like most
people who own bikes this
expensive, is afraid to take
the bike out of her house.
But with bike lockers on
campus she would ride to
school everyday, even
though she does live in Palo
Alto.
Cioumousis believes
that bike lockers would
encourage others to ride
bikes to school, thereby
making the SJSU parking
problem a thing of the past.

Of course, if everyone
were riding bikes to school
there would be other
problems. Where would
they be kept, and how
would they be prevented
from being stolen?
Anyone who has ever
owned a ten-speed knows
that if you park it outside of
your bedroom, the chances
of keeping it are about as
good as the chance of
winning the Indianapolis
SOO on a Raleigh.
Gioumousis suggests
bike lockers.
West Valley College and
American River College
both have installed bike
lockers at their campuses.
They are made of fiberboard laminated with
polyester and framed with
anodized aluminum.
The lockers stand about
four feet tall and are nearly
impregnable, Gioumousis
said. About four bike
lockers could be installed

Credit in community work

Class related to job.
John W. Peterson
A "Resurrection City" worshipper praises God during a religious song led by Doug Matthews and
Donna Strachan in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room.

God ’heals’ at SJSU
The hundreds who attend the
monthly "Night of Miracles" of
Resurrection City claim it is an
intense experience. About 250 to 900
people attend each month, according to evangelist Roger Murillo.
Resurrection City is an interdenominational organization
which has been on the campus for
about a year. The organization’s
campus ministry was founded at UC
Berkeley in 1970 by Roger’s brother
Mario Murillo and a few others.
Participants in the Night of
Miracles attest to divine healings.

There are no frantic "healing
sessions" at Resurrection City,
rather just a modest prayer that the
afflicted be healed.
Murillo feels that healing is done
through God and not by man. Many
who attend Resurrection City’s
meetings come for the social activities of singing and "fellowship"
and not to be "healed."
Resurrection City is one of 12
campus religious orgainizations
officially recognized by the
university.

Students who want
worked together:. in their
make up the questions on
classes that provide on-the- their mid terms "
Social Change class to help
job experience that relates
solve problems of student!:
Activities related
to their prospective
at SJSU.
This program is unique
careers may find a
in that all classes and
satisfying alternative in activities are coordinated
"They have put together
the Community Bloc . together. This coordinated
a Student Power Handboli
course offered by the affort requires that only
that covers many are*
Sociology Department.
students are concerned
one project a combined
This 15-unit program
.;
term paper and final is due
with," he said.
offered for the first time
at the end of the semester,
Some of the topics
this semester, is made up for all the classes.
covered are shortcuts in
of five courses including
"The purpose in doing
Social Change,
that is to take all the dealing with the administration, how to go
Criminology, Modern
anxiety out of taking so
Family, Research Methods
about making a curriculum
many tests." he said.
and an internship.
change,
how to make
The students in the
student government more
"The course is trying to classes form their own
responsive and how to
relate what goes on in the community because the
classroom with the same group is always
handle a situation where
the student has a perstudent’s job experience,"
together, he said.
said Dr. Robert Cliner,
"A lot of friendships sonality conflict with the
instructor.
originator of the program,
can develop because they
said.
all share so much
Cliner said when
together," he said. "This is
students work in the
something that rarely
community, they get inhappens in other classes."
overnight
3c
volved in social problems
This sense of comno minimum
that they will encounter in
munity, of helping each
their careers.
other, is evident in the
Community involvement
session held every two
123 S 3rd St.
295-4336
"That involvement in
weeks where problems in
the community enables the
their jobs are discussed.
There will be NO --’
student to find out if that
Problems solved
career is right for them."
"We Irs to solve
Shabbot Pot-Luck
he said.
problems that students
Another asset is that it
encounter by using role
this week
gives these students with
playing," he said. "These
job experience a definite
meetings are also used to
edge over other graduates
discuss the relationships
when they go looking for a
between the classwork and
job, he said.
their jobs."
Jewish Student Center
Students this semester
The students have also
for
various
worked
agencies nine hours a
week. Some of these
agencias are the Drug
Paul Templeton’s
Abuse program, People’s
Road Stables
Tully
Law program and Consumer Affairs Bureau.
HORSEBACK RENTALS
Cliner said that students
GROUP & SPECIAL RATES
are able to have influence
AVAILABLE
on the direction of the
RIDING INSTRUCTIONS
course.
"Students have a lot of
g4-41 ills’
input into what topics they
CA
would like to discuss," he
292-0581
said. "They are also able to

COPIES

Christians worship and give praise to the Lord during a "faith
healing" meeting of Resurrection City

KINKO’S

San Jose ’SWAT’ has different name
but its function remains the same

Ii

By Penny M. Calder
Not since the days of the
rioting against napalm
producing Dow Chemical
Company of the late ’60s
has any special weaponsemergency police unit been
called upon to service the
SJSU campus.
This doesn’t mean such
a group does not exist. The
Mobile Emergency
Response Group and
Equipment (MERGE) unit
under the special
operations division of San
Jose Police Department
deals with such cases.
The MERGE unit is no
different from a SWAT
(special weapons and
tactics) unit; it just goes by
another name. It is
equipped to handle almost
any situation that might
arise, from a captive
hostage to an assault on a
building, according to
Capt. Fred Abram, SJPD
special operations.
The MERGE unit is
commanded by Lt. Bill
Mallet, and is on patrol
from 5 p.m. to 3 a.m., but
its officers are always on
call.
This makes it very
prestigeous position to be
an officer with the unit.
There is always a
waiting list, even when
there is no vacancy, he
said.
When the officers are
selected for duty with
MERGE, their past
supervisors are contacted
for a report, they must pass
an oral board and an interview with the department psychologist.
Officers screened
The officers are
screened by the
psychologist to make sure

they have no special ticks,
such as being overly forceful, and to insure they
are solid, order-following
persons, he said.
According to Abram.
officers who have served
with the MERGE unit end
up being better officers
when they .go back to
uniformed duty.
He attributes this to the
diversified types of
situations they face and
training they receive.
"The officers tend to be
more experienced and
more cautious. They don’t
jeopardize a situation by
making a wrong move at a
wrong time," Abram said.
The officers patrol a
regular beat, but drive
unmarked cars. These
special officers wear a
khaki -colored jumpsuit
with a patch badge and a
soft hat as opposed to the
blue uniforms and shiny
badges as most of the force
does.
Along with ther regular
equipment, camera,
fingerprinting kit and
shotgun, they also carry
tear gas projectiles which
are fired from their
shotguns.
While the regular officer on the beat doesn’t
necessarily have special
training, the MERGE
officer does. Within the unit
there are marksmen
specializing in sniper rifle,
gas delivery and both
automatic and nonautomatic rifles.
First women
MERGE consists of 21
officers, two lieutenants,
and one sergeant. The 21st
officer is a 27-year-old
mother, Brenda Wells, the
first woman in the unit.

Up until this time, the
only problem with having a
woman in the unit is the
lack of developed strength
in the upper body, Abram
said.
Abram said he was
concerned with officer
safety as well as unit efficiency. But Wells meets
the qualificatidhs of the
unit and is training at this
time, he said.
"She is doing fine so
far," Abram said, "she will
be an addition to the squad,
but we don’t know in just
what capacity she will
serve yet.
"The unit needs time to
realign to include more
weaponry and to just adjust to the extra position
she will fill," Abram added.
"She may be used as a
spotter, someone who
works with a marksman at
an observation point, or she
may be a marksman
herself," he said.
MERGE takes care of a
diversified array of calls. It
has handled dope raids,
barracaded suspects.
bicentennial crowd control,
and even the V.I.P
protection of ex-President
Gerald Ford when he
stayed at the San Jose
Holiday Inn prior to the
1976 election.
Hostage situation
Abram said the good
incidents MERGE handles
are the ones when
everything works out, the
best ones are when no shots
are fired.
One ’not -so -good’
episode that didn’t work
out was a hostage situation
at the San Jose Airport hi.

said.
A suspect was holding a
hostage on the airplane
steps and shooting people,
while waiting to execute his
hostage.
The suspect was shot
and killed when he pulled a
gun on an officer.
Besides answering
emergency calls, MERGE
was used in a criminal
security situation when
SLA members suspected of
the execution of an
Oakland school board
director were being transported

Since they are trained
specifically for any
emergency situation, when
on patrol the MERGE
officers try to let other
units handle usual traffic
accidents or minor
disturbances.
Abram said the
Vt:RGE doesn’t handle
ally amusing calls or any
that even bring to mind a
funny story.
Avoiding these types of
calls enables the units to be
available to respond to the
more strategic and unusual
calls that they have been
trained for.

Spring 1977

Dorm Bowling Championships
Tuesday, May 17, 7:00pm (qualifying)
Friday, May 20, 2:30pm (finals)
Men’s and Women’s divisions; singles, handicap (80% of 200)
Maximum of 56 entries
Entry Fee $3.00
All entries bowl 4 games across 8 lanes
for qualifying on Tuesday
Top 6 men and top 6 women will return
for finals on Friday
1st Place - Trophy plus $15.00 gift certificate
from San Jose Box Office
2nd Place - $10.00 gift certificate from San Jose
Box Office
3rd Place - $5.00 gift certificate from San Jose
Box Office
4th Place - 10 free games of bowling
5th - 5th Place - 6 free games of bowling
6th Place - 4 free games of bowling
High Game- $7.50 gift certificate from San Jose
Box Office
Reserve your spot now! signups at the desk

Student Union Games Area
"1111’..110

277-3226
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Brash sole victor
in final match
By Jim Schwartz
Nial Brash, playing one
of his best matches of the
season, gave SJSU its only
win of the evening against
third -ranked Stanford
Tuesday, beating Matt Mitchell 6-4, 6-3. in No. 1 singles.
It was Brash’s first win
over his former high school
fiammate, and the win
Oyenged an earlier season
loss, 6-1, 6-1. when the two
teams met at Stanford.
In the other two matches. Bill Maze downed Brad
Rowe, 6-4, 6-1, in No. 2 singles while Mitchell and
Perry Wright beat Brash
and Rowe, 6-3, 6-4, in No. 1
doubles.
The match (the last of
tile season for the Spartans), was scheduled as an
indoor/outdoor dual
match, but the outdoor
part. No. 3 through 6 singles, and No. 2 and 3 doubles, were canceled because of rain.
With the cancellation of
the outdoor matches, the
team records were not affected by the outcome, but
the indoor matches did
count towards individual
records and the NCAA
championships.
The victory over Mitchell helped Brash in the
singles NCAA rankings for
which he should get a bid to
the National Championships May 25-30 in Athens.
Ga.
Brash’s dual match record, prior to Tuesday’s encounter. was 18-2; this includes a 6-3, 6-0 win over
fourth -ranked Bruce Manson of USC. Brash, who is
the 1977 PCAA No. 1 singles
champion, is only a freshman.
Playing the matches on
a basketball court, the
wood floor caused the ball

to travel faster. With little
room between the baselines and the quids, it
looked during lite afternoon
practice that the matches
were going to be a battle of
tie-breakers. If a player
I.)st his serve he could probably forget about winning
the set.
But Brash and Mitchell
proved that wrong as there
were 10 service breaks, including seven in a row in
the second set.
With Brash leading the
first set 4-3 and Mitchell
serving, down 2-3, the service linesman called a
serve good that looked out
to Brash, tying the point at
3-3.
The call helped Mitchell
as he went on to hold his
serve to tie the set at 4-4.
The call seemed to affect both players as Brash
came out playing more
intensely, holding his serve
and then breaking Mitchell’s, 4-0, as Mitchell
looked a little shaky, double-faulting twice.
After the match, Brash
said the serve was "definitely out." Brash also said it
was a valuable point to
lose, because if he’d won it,
it would have given him a53 lead and serving for the
set.
The difference in the second set was Brash being
able to hold his first and
last serves and Mitchell not
able to hold a serve at all.
Mitchell was broken four
times and Brash three.
After holding his serve
to win the match, Brash
raised his arms in triumph.
The Maze-Rowe match
was almost a duplicate of
their semi-final round

White -Gold game
ends spring ball
By Steve Dulas
The surprising Spartans of spring end their practice
sessions with the White-Gold intrasquad game Friday in
Spartan Stadium at 7 p.m.
The surprises have been pleasant ones for head coach
Lynn Stiles.
He said he was concerned whether the defense would
be able to adequately do the job for next year. His fears
were eased, in part at least, by the defense’s performance
in last Friday’s scrimmage.
In the first half of the scrimmage the offense pushed
around the defenders, before the unit turned from 11 trodupon men to 11 angry men. In the second half, the defense
rose from their backs and squelched the offensive threats,
recording three fumbles, intercepting two passes and
recording two sacks and a deflected pass.
Another pleasant surprise for Stiles and his staff has
been in the offensive backfield, namely Kevin Cole and
J.J. Johnson.
These two tailbacks have been battling for the tailback
spot, left vacant when Rick Kane packed up his gear and
headed off to the Detroit Lions.
Stiles called this one of the most competitive spots on
the whole team.
Cole redshirted last year, practicing for about six
necks of the season. Johnson, heavily recruited from
Laney College, passed up an offer to play at UCLA to
pursue an Administration of Justice major at SJSU.
In the past scrimmages, Johnson has carried the ball
19 times, for 70 yards. Cole has picked up 89 yards on 11
tries, to lead all Spartan rushers in the Friday night
scrimmages.
Each has only played in two of the three, due to minor
injuries.
One other surprise for Stiles in the offensive backfield
is the transition of Paul Kolesnikow from defensive back
to fullback. He has picked up 32 yards in 10 carries in the
two scrimmages he has run in.
Another surprise for Stiles, but not a pleasant one, is
James Tucker. Tucker, a sophomore, had been changed to
fullback after putting on 15 pounds after last season.
In the first week of spring practice, he injured his knee,
and has not been in full contact since. The original
diagnosis was a bruised knee, which has since been called
torn cartilage.
Tucker is scheduled for knee surgery Tuesday. Head
trainer Jim Welch said the fullback should be back for
next season.
Still on sick call is tight end Vic Rakhshani. He has had
tendinities in his left ankle since the first day of practice,
and has not participated in any of the scrimmages so far.
This marks the second year when an intrasquad game
has been the end of spring practice. Last year, with the
confusion of former head coach Darryl Rogers leaving for
Michigan State and Stiles corning in, there was not enough
time to organize an alumni game. In past years, an alumni -varsity game has been the way the gridders have
ended their spring workouts.
Stiles has said he does not have enough time to arrange
n alumni game, and does not know who to relegate the
Job to.
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match in the NorCal Intercollegiates, which Maze
won 6-4,6-1.
The difference was that
Rowe was broken on the
last point of Tuesday’s
match to lose the first set,
whereas in the NorCal,
Rowe was broken with the
set tied 4-4.
In the second set. Rowe
held his first serve and then
was broken the rest of the
way. In the NorCal he did
not hold serve until the
sixth game with the score
5-0.
"He (Rowe) wasn’t
serving that well," Maze
said, "so I came in behind
it."
However, Rowe felt differently about his serve.
"I served good, he just
returned well," Rowe explained. "You can’t serve
much better. He played too
good."
In the doubles match it
was that one broken serve
in both sets that did-in
Brash and Rowe.
With Mitchell and
Wright leading the first set
4-3, Brash was broken, followed by Wright holding
his serve to win the set 6-3.
In the second set, tied 11, Brash was broken again
on his next serve before
settling down, as they all
held their serves until
Wright finished the match
by holding service for a 6-4
win.
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Ron Livers, SJSU’s record -holding high jumper and triple jumper, clears the bar In. recent high jump competition

Spiker holds two Spartan records

SJSU jumper loves the competition
By Ernie Hill
One person on the SJSU
campus who loves competition is Ron Livers.
Livers, 21, holds SJSU
track records in both the
triple jump and high jump,
with marks of 55-feet-41/4
and 7-feet-41/4.
The 1975 NCAA triple
jump champion originally
came to the West Coast
from Norristown, Pa.,
because he felt the competition was stronger here.
He decided to redshirt
last year because the Spar-

tans’ track schedule
"wasn’t strong" and Livers
wanted to save a year of
eligibility for what he
hoped would be stronger
competition in the future.
Last May. Livers traveled to Europe with some
friends on the Philadelphia
Pioneers track team to
compete against some of
the finest track stars in the
world.
Livers performed before track fans in England,
Germany and Italy during
the trip.

Guevara to fill holes
from roster, recruits
By Ernie Hill
Ivan Guevara, SJSU’s
head basketball coach, has
three graduating starters
to replace from this year’s
team and he hopes to fill
two of those spots with new
recruits.
Guard Ken Mickey and
forwards Rick Quinn and
Steve Sincock are all seniors and won’t be available
to Guevara next season.
Guevara feels that Mickey’s role as the team
"quarterback" in the backcourt can be filled from
within the current roster.
In the running for Mickey’s job are Phil Davis,
Geary McKoy and Frank
Johnson. All three will be
sophomores in the fall.
The Spartan coach said
Davis "has the edge in ballhandling" among the three
guards. Guevara feels that
MeKoy is the strongest defense player in the trio and
Johnson has a speed and
height advantage over the
other two.
Filling the holes left by
Quinn and Sincock will be
more of a problem for Guevara.
Forward Tracy Haynes,
the Spartans’ 6-foot-4 leaper, will be returning with
one of his past season’s top
PCAA rookies, 5-foot-6 forward Wally Rank. Guevara
said Haynes may be used in
the backcourt if some
talented forwards can be
recruited.
Carl Washington, a 6foot-8 center-forward who

t,

previously played with
Seattle University, is one
man the Spartans’ coach
has had his eyes on.
Two players he has
talked to and have shown
interest in coming to SJSU,
are 6-foot-9 center Dee
Scott and 6-foot-5 forward
DeMarco Luckey.
Scott is "leaning toward
us" in Guevara’s words,
but he emphasizes that
these recruits have made
no commitment to SJSU
and he isn’t going to get
over-confident that any of
them will come to the Spartans.
Luckey attended Moorpark Junior College and
Guevara would love to see
him in a Spartan uniform.
The coach thinks that both
Scott and Luckey would
have a shot at starting if
they choose to come to
SJSU.
None of these three has
signed a letter of intent
with the university and until they do, Guevara has
reservations about celebrating their arrival. "You
just never know on these
things until they sign," the
Spartan coach said.
Another reason the
Spartans could use the
likes of Washington, Scott
and Luckey is that all three
are excellent rebounders.
Good rebounding is one
thing SJSU can use, after
being out-rebounded in 26
of their 27 games this season.
Guevara also thinks the

Spartans will be "a more
physical team" with some
of the recruits he hopes to
get. He described this past
season’s squad as a team
with a lot of finesse. But
with Mickey, Quinn and
Sincock leaving, next
year’s team will have to
survive more on raw
strength.
If some of the taller recruits come to SJSU, the
odds that Davis would get
Mickey’s job improve. Because he is such a good
ballhandler, Guevara indicated he would like someone in the game such as
Davis who can get the ball
to the big men inside.
"What’s the use of having big guys if you can’t get
the ball to them?" the
coach asked.
Although Guevara
thinks it is too early to
make any predictions on
next season, he said that
like the past season, the
players who are "under
control" on the court will
be the ones that play.
"The people that don’t
play in our system are the
players out of control,"
Guevara said.

"People appreciate
track and field more over
there," Livers said of the
Europeans who came to
see the meets he participated in.
Livers plans to go to Europe again this summer
and he’s looking forward to
the world-class jumpers
he’ll face there again.
But he also has his
sights on the NCAA championships in Illinois, June 24. Livers finished fifth in
the high jump two years
ago along with his first
place win in the triple
jump.
Livers has the 1980
Olympics in the back of his
mind, but for right now,
that’s where it will stay.
"It’s not my No. 1 goal
right now but if I’m still
jumping I’d like to go. The
Olympics aren’t the only
thing in track and field."
He feels being able to
say "you mastered your
event," means a lot more
than any single meet.
Although Livers considers the triple jump his
best event, he spends equal
amounts of time on his high
jumps.
"Every day, whichever
one I feel I need to work on,
is the one I’ll go to first,"
Livers said. His training
schedule includes workouts
five times a week, for about
three or four hours per day
at the track.
Although Livers was the
1975 NCAA triple jump
champion, he missed a
place on the Olympic team
due to a "foul" on his final
jump in the tryouts.
An official said his foot
was over the foul line on his
take-off, in what Livers
described as "probably the
best jump of my life."
Livers’ "foul" jump was
about 57 feet, in his estimation, as he landed beyond a

marker in the sand indicating the United States record.
The official pointed out
a mark Livers’ foot supposedly left in a strip of
clay just over the take-off
line, which is there for just
that purpose.
Livers still feels his foot
would have left a larger imprint than the small hole
the official said came on
his foul.
Then just 19, Livers
finished fifth in the Olympic triple jump tryouts and
had to watch the 1976
Games on television.
"I think I would have
placed at Montreal and had
a chance at a medal," he
said flatly.
Being just 5 -feet -8,
Livers has a disadvantage
compared to other jumpers
who are taller. But Livers
thinks this edge other
jumpers have over him is
only "slight."
One reason is that he
has a high center of gravity
due to his long legs. Another reason is his excellent
style and body control.
"I think timing, technique and coordination
make up for my size. I do
wish sometimes that I were
6-feet or 6-feet-1," Livers
said.
Inch for inch, the Spartans could just possibly

a
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have the best high jumper
in the world.
That conclusion could
be drawn when one considers Livers holds the
world high jump record for
height differential (high
jump mark minus jumper’s height). The spread of
over 20 inches between his
height and his best jump of
7-feet-41/4, can only make
track fans wonder what Livers would be jumping if he
were taller.
Livers always considered himself a great leaper in
high school and started
training for meets in the
10th grade. He decided to
use his present high jumping style of the "Fosbury
Flop" when he saw Dick
Fosbury of the United
States employ it on the way
to a gold medal in the 1968
Olympics in Mexico City.
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As for his decision to
come to SJSU instead of
another West Coast university, the Spartans can
thank Ron’s brother.
Larry, for some assistance.
Larry Livers is a sprint
coach at SJSU and helped
lure his brother away from
USC, the other California
university Ron was considering.
In high school, Livers
also ran some races in the
high hurdles and took a
few cracks at the long
jump. He commented he’d
like to take a shot at those
two events before the SJSU
track season is over.
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MODERNE DRUG CO.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
Professional Pharmacists

UNTI L

MIDNIGHT

2nd and Santo Clara Streets
Son Jose
Phone 998-8800

The 6th Annual
All -Campus
Pinball Tourney

WHAT HAPPENS

when the
most beautiful girl in the world
marries the handsomest prince and he turns out to be an s-o-b?

MONDAY, MAY 16, 6:30 pm

WILLIAM GOLDMAN’S
Open division (men or women)
maximum of 24 entries
Double Elimination
in best 2 of 3 game matches

BMPE
A HOT FAIRY TALL
His swashbuckling fabli
nutball funny. .a class,’
medieval melodrama that sounds
like all the Saturday serials you
ever saw feverishly reworked by
Alien, Newsweek
.1
1 operha4 us

Entry Fee $2.50
No extra charge for games

S(TIi

1st Place
2nd Place -

HAI LANTIPTE BOOKS

1

3rd Place 4th Place

Trophy plus Pachinko Game
$10.00 gift certificate from
San Jose Box Office, Plus a
"mystery prize"
$5.00 gift certificate from
San Jose Box Office
10 free games of bowling
Signups at the desk

Student Union Games Area

277-3226
4

NL pitchers beware:
Willie Mac is back
By Rich Freedman
Quietly and undisturbed, Willie McCovey
laboriously massages body
oil over his upper torso. He
sits without a stitch on and
without a smile.
Although he raised his
average to .302, there is
nothing to smile about.
McCovey is a team player
This is the last of a fourpart series on the San
Francisco Giants.
and the San Francisco
Giants had just been embarrassed by Montreal, 7-1.
The man they call
"Stretch" turned 39 years
old this past January, an
age supposedly when
washed-up ballplayers
retire to grow avodacoes or
- if their sight fails - turn
to umpiring.
But the 6-foot-4, 210pound first baseman
hustles like a 21-year-old
rookie. McCovey’s muscles
are still taut as a twisted
rope and his home runs, although not as frequent as
when he was youthful, still
shake the clouds.
But if it were not for
some insistence by Big
Mac and the willingness of
general manager Spec
Richardson, the team
McCovey would be playing
for this season probably
wouldn’t have a major
league emblem on its cap.
McCovey, after 15 years
as the Giants first
baseman, was traded to
San Diego for better-forgotten southpaw pitcher
Mike Caldwell in 1973.
McCovey slammed 22
homers his first campaign
with the Ray Kroc-owned
Padres. The following season he lifted 23 out of the
park.
But in 1976, McCovey
was relegated to benchwarmer and, he claims,
treated by the McDonald!s
hamburger tycoon as if he
were a cheeseburger to go.
"They (San Diego)
would bench me for two
weeks and then expect me
to get up and hit a rope,"
remarked the 1959 Rookie
of the Year. "No man could
do that."
McCovey batted only
202 times last season,
managing seven homers
before he became victim of
the Padres’ youth movement.
Stretch was again back
in the Bay Area, but as a
member of the Oakland A’s

where he came to the plate
only 11 times before the
season - and his contract
- expired.
Oakland owner Charlie
Finley was not about to pay
a 39-year-old first baseman
more than $125,000 a year,
so McCovey went up for
auction in the first baseball
free-agent bidding war.
Apparently only the
Giants were interested in
McCovey, and offered a
one-year contract if he
were able to make the cut
in spring training.
Only the 14th man in
major league history to
club more than 450 homers,
*Covey not only made the
team, but has been a
starter since opening day.
His play in the field has
been nearly flawless on a
team that should sometimes substitute the national anthem with a laugh
track.
In addition to his .300plus average, Mac has
rapped five homers.
"I’d be doing for San
Diego what I’m doing
now," he said, "if they
played me every day."
Unfortunately in sports,
they often look at the
numbers on a player’s
birth certificate, not the
numbers under batting
statistics.
"I feel I’ve never lost
anything off my swing,"
the Mobile, Ala., raised
bachelor said.
Despite his still-tormenting bat and energetic
play, baseball cynics
believe McCovey’s
superior performance will
soon be headed for the
great dugout in the sky.
"The people th2t think
that, have not followed the
career of Willie McCovey,"
he said smiling.
While the last of the
early 1960s Giants is not
one of the most outspoken
players, he commands
respect by his physical
presence alone.
"He has definitely improved the morale of this
club," general manager
Spec Richardson commented.
Richardson said the difference between the play of
the 1976 McCovey and this
year’s McCovey is that the
towering first baseman
shed 15 pounds during the
off season.

"If Spec said that, I
guess he’s right," Stretch
said before again insisting
his swing has never been
devoid of the awesome
power it has.
Something Richardson
and McCovey did agree on:
the Giants are not 10 games
out of first because of their
lack of power hitting or the
demise of the pitching
staff. The crux of the
problem is colored white
and blue and smoggy all
over: The Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"The Dodgers’ hitting is
the best they’ve had since
I’ve been around," McCovey said of his most
hated opponents.
"Although," he added,
conjuring memories of Don
Drysdale and Sandy
Koufax, "They’ve had
better pitching staffs."
It would seem a man
who has played over 2,200
games in 18 years would
require a rest on occasion.
But McCovey would sooner
have bamboo shoots slipped under his fingernails
than sit out a game.
"As long as I’m physically able, I’ll be here
ready to play," he said.
"As far as how many
games I’ll play this season,
that’ll be up to (manager)
Joe Altobelli."
Willie Lee McCovey
may be one of the slowest
Giants in history - he’s
stolen only 21 bases in his
career - but he’s managed
to outrun one long-time
nemesis: Father Time.

Aikido
added to
schedule
Although it was left off
the class schedule for next
semester, there will be a
Beginning Aikido class
offered in the fall semester.
The class, Physical
Education 96D, will be
offered Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 11:30 a.m.
to 12:20 p.m. Its schedule
code number is 56991.
Paul Linden, who will
teach the class, said the
sport is a non-violent
martial art which teaches
discipline of the mind and
physical coordination.

Tired and depressed
after finals?
Sell your books
for cash at
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KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELFDEFENSE, Et venous mental Er
physical training programs are
available at the Institute of Psy
cho Physical Development. Inc
la non profit organization) Full
lime students get a 15% discount
on all classes For information on
spectlic courses, call 293 6611 Of
write or drop by 325 S 1st St
4th Floor, San Jose
Bartender’s
Opportunities
Now learn the skills needed to yet
that summer tob you volt be look
ing for soon Let the Master of
the made. Harry Higgins teach
You in 2 to 4 weeks how to be a
fast, professional bartender. Santa Clara Bartender’s School. 253
N 4th, San Jose. Call now,
293-5016.
CRAFT IN ACTION 1 day FREE
space Demonstrate 6 sell your
craft All profits for you. 1 day
free space in our new prime loca
lion. 194 W. Santa Clara St in
compliment of THRIFT
1.1
CRAFT & RECYCLE. Pioneer
downtown S.J. 2792735.
TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING) COME TO MORRIS
DAILEY. FRIDAY MAY 13, AND
SEE THE TWENTY SEVENTH
DAY at MORRIS DAILEY. 7 & 10
pin Admission 75C A Phi O.

=
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All
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
work guaranteed. Free house
calls in central S.J. Tune-up including parts from $22. Carburetors rebuilt from $17. Also
other work: brakes, electrical,
engines rebuilt. etc. Diagnosts
appraisal service for prospective
VW buyers. Phone Dan at
293-4616 evenings.
CORY ENTERPRISES AUTO
BODY 663 N. King Rd. 17.
926-4418 Quality Work at Reasonable Rates. Hood Scoops 6
Fender Flares Moulded. Free Estimates.
’70 BUICK - Excellent wrking
cond. S603. Call 275-1568 after 4
or on weekends.
’72 R5 350 Yamaha. New Back Tire
and Tune-up. Only 10k Miles
Must Sell, Best Offer. Call
737-2189.
MOTALOY - Ring and Valve Job
while You Drive. $6.60, Two
$12.95. 20 yrs
success
guaranteed. ABCO, 1161 Bay
Laurel Dr . Menlo Park, CA
94025.
Suzuki 74 G1750. Low bars, dual
disc. chambers. New K81, chain,
K Er N filters Good shape, fast,
$1200 offer, Call John at
265-9152.
In

h.

entertainment
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FRIDAY FLICKS - TWENTY
SEVENTH DAY. An American
newspaperman, an English girl.
an German scientist, an Iron Curtin soldier and a Chinese peasant
girl are mysteriously wisked
aboard a spaceship by a creature
from another planet. This is the
setting for one of the most out
standing science fiction thrillers
of all times as a power from outer
space tries to destroy the earth.
THIS HAPPENS FRIDAY MAY
13 MORRIS DAILEY. 7 Et 10 pm.
Admission, 75C. A Phi 0.
1:

ing appointments for our repre
sweetly., to show how trisurat
ion war save them money b
energy, you’ll earn as much or
more money than most people
you know who work full time
Call 856-84136 between 911 an,
MW-Fail, for Mr Angelo.
AV
-01s4 SELLING CAN HELP YOU
EARN MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Flexible hours. Call 257-2500.
AMUSEMENT PARK FUNIII
Ride Operators. Food Services,
Sales. Weekends Full Time star
Mg May 28th Apply in person
FRONTIER VILLAGE AMUSE
MENT PARK.

F Rms. Wanted to share sunny
super spacious 3 bdrm . 3 be
townhouse 2 blks from SJSU
Special features are enclosed
sun room. 7 sky lights, wet bar,
beam ceilings, shag carpet and
fire place 5110 into , all utilities
includ Call 2942741

EARN $1115.00 A WEEK WORKING
ONE HOUR A DAY SELLING
SHAKLEE PRODUCTS, Call
BOB 266-1453 btwn 57 pm.
Cher* Brown’s needs waitresses.
bartender, 6 busboys Full time
or part time. no experience needed
Call 734 3460
1116 N
Mathilda, Sunnyvale 9-11 am.
2,305pm.

ORIGINAL 1926 CLASSIC. Un
furnished
bd apt Ideal for
the creative decorator. Must be
clean, quiet and sober $165 and
$175 per nio One yea, lease
561663 S 6th St 2910969
Entine Apt 457 S Ninth St
289-9943 faking sunnier op
plsates oisly 28R, 1 BA
$130-135

Counselors: RettUlreMente: non
smokers, guitar helpful, requires
servo, life-saving card or equiva
lent. Salary, room Et board June
12th to Aug. 27th. 12091847-5269
or write to K ARROW Ranch
Children’s camp, Box 157P,
Jamestown. CA 95327
House Helper/Counselor- Requirements; non-smoking. self
starter. Salary & Room and
Board. June 10th - Aug 27th
12001847-5260 or write to K ARROW Ranch Children’s Camp,
Box 157P, Jamestown, CA
96327.
Waterfront Director: Requirements:
non-smoking, mature, 1 year es
perience in teaching swimming
needs WS! or equivalent Salary
& Room and Board June 12th to
Aug. 27th Personal Interview required. Write K ARROW Ranch
Children’s Camp. Box 157P,
Jamestown, CA 95327.

FURNISHED APT. I bd. water 6
garbage pd Close to SJSU Sum
mer rates 130 pm 2687474,
279-0949 Or 294,7332 Ant June
1.

Fun Profitable Summer Job.
Male/Female, Some Travel. Call
378-4949
Misch your highest potential’ High
profits, fun’ Free Details B.D K..
Box 531. Sierra Madre, CA
91024.
We need several clean, attractive
ladies to dance and socialize at a
bachelor party, 1Nothing KinkYl
For details Pat 267-1567.
PROMOTION: SPEED READING
PROMOTION AT LOCAL COLLEGES. Enjoyable low key work.
No exper. nec. We need outgoing person with car. Perm, part
time. 20 hrs. wk. Salary 43.50
bonus. Some college
$4.00 hr.
required. Call Bob at 267-6270.
GERMAN: I need help & will pay up
to $103. Requirements: speak,
write Er read German. Male Call
between 6 Et 8 p.m. or leave
message. Rick, 849-0790.
Need someone to do a book report
in business. /A111 pay. Call
267-4838 after 6 p.m.
MALE
OLD
YR.
23
QUADRUPLEGIC needs personal
attendant morning and evening
weekends. 287-1600.
TELEPHONE APPT. SECURITY.
perm/ prt time. $3-4/hr. Work
6.9 p.m Sun thru Thurs from
own S.J home. No cold-calling
Prefer sales oriented, outgoing,
bright, articulate person Call
Cathy 287-6270.
ACTIVIST
Work with grass rolls citizens’
organization for quality education, consumer protection Er our
sing home reform Salaried pos.
full or part-time. 293-2684, 9-2.
Santa Clara Valley Coalition

for sale

CASH for books and records.
Phone 286-6275. Recycle Bookstore. 98 E San Fernando, SJ.
Selection of used books Et
records. GREATI
Natural Peanut Snack
BUZZY
unique package of high energy,
for an active person. Write for
sample. BUZZ’?. P.O. Box 6801,
S.J. 95150,
HONEY
Locally produced
Ruthie’s Honey
1025 Bird Ave. S. J
2911307
Don’t Way home to answer the
phone. Let us sell it for you We
take merchandise on consignment. Sporting goods, photo
equipment, camping equipment,
stereos. typerventers. anything
you have to sell except clothing
and stuffed furniture Call The
Outlet, 2910928 174 South 1st
St.. SJ Hours Noon -5 pm, Closed Sat. & Sun.
WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
I as much or as little as you want
you decide)
THE SHAKLEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN:
See results the first week
(let the nutrients you need
f Noy easy to prepare meals
Fat a variety of foods
Cut calories without counting
r, all Bob 266-1453 btwn 6-7 p.m.
DEAR STUDENTS: Your insurance
man on the campus can take care
of all your insurance needs:
AUTO, HOME, RENTERS, FIRE,
LIFE 6 HEALTH 11 you are not
already with State Farm, call for
an appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time convenient for you on campus, your
home. or my office Let’s get together and give you better coverage for less money CALL:
MORY STAR, 2513277. or
446-3649
BASS GUITAR, Fender Precision,
Br. New condition Also. b. amp.
Make offer. Dave, 243-9286
Adluateble Dratang table-Solid Oak
Base. w(3 x 5ft top $20X1 or offer Call 247-3938 evenings.

Courier ’in -e5 part time
Must have economy car.
246-2517.
Opportunity
Notice
Work on Pilot project with
marketing Dept. of Golden West
Insulation dealing with energy
part
conservation. Full time
time Potential to earn $100 a
day Must be able to talk with
people. Call Ken at 926-6296 after
6 pm.
.45
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Live on campus, walk to classes,
San Jose Residence Club. 202 S.
11th For Seniors Et Grad
students, off street parking. kitchen, TV. Fireplace, Piano, Pool
Table, Ping Pons Courtyard,
Completely Furnished. Linen Service, Shared Rooms 494 rno $24
weekly. Smote Rooms $150 mo ,
$37.50 weekly. Inquire at 122 N.
8th St., 293-7374.
The 470 Apartments, 470 S. 11th
St. 267-7590. Taking applications
for summer school students
2 BR. 2 BA $175
3BR, 2 BA $190
Underground parking, spacious
rooms, heated pool.
WON’T LAST
Yr Intorno dash to class Summer
Fall applications now being
taken 230 E San Salvador Sr
(Across from Duncan Hall) Call
294-6028 Ask for JO. I Appt onI1/l.
ROOM FOR RENT Quiet private
room in secure home 1 block
from campus 495 Mo Female
preferred. Opportunity to work
around house to reduce
rent 988-0149.
STOP BY
500S. 11th St. & see our 20 units. 2
br 2 ha apts at $230 Refurnish
ert all new cpts , drps., turn..
etc Plus a safe security bldg No
chtklren or pets See Manager
Apt 12954967

help wanted
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNIT1
FOR SPARE TIME CASH If you
think you might be interested in
talkeng to Homeowners about
enemy conservation, while mak

FOR RENT: Couples only
2
Bedroom; AEK, carpeting,
drapes, unftersshed, pool, new
laundry room. 9180-190 Drift
_stone Apia 99B-72613
Students - Delightful, friendly,
clean place to live for summer.
A TO House. 234 So. 11th St.,
S J. 9913-9707 $90/mo.

Classified Rates
One
cloy

Two
days

Three Four Fire
days days days
3 lines $I 50 2.00 2.25 240 2.50
4 lines
2 00 2 50 2 75 2 90 3.00
5 lines
780 3.00 325 340 3.50
6 lines
3.00 3 50 375 3 90 1 00
Each additional line add:
50
50
50
50
50
MInimum Three (Arles One Day
Semester rate (all issues/ $2500

.1 Help Wanted
ii Housing
ii Lost and Found

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed or
summer to share 2 bdrni apt
Rent SIM/month Call Cheri or
DeAnn 294-3748
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share 2 8ORM 2 BATH rscelY
furnished apt Private brem
bath $87 50 moth Good secur tip. Call 294 C5182

Guist Mabee Students
3 bckms
Nice quiet environment Summer
rates. 467 S 8th St. SJ Now
taking fall applications
1 Ferrule to share 2 Bdrns Apt
with 1 other, for summer months
only. Quiet building, close to
campus. S911 moo Call Elonnte at
294-7792.
Kennedy Apts. 555 So. 10th St.
2913211. Summer Students 2
BR, 2 BA $160. Furnished
w/pooll
3 bdrrre, IN bath Townhouse, 2
carport, Living room, Dining
room, Kitchen with partside
barbecue, FOR RENT
2641
Faust Court. $285.00 per month
Call: 224-0623 or 267-1010 Mike
Kermani,
APT FOR RENT: 2BR 1 Bath Clean,
safe, unfurnished, Close to SJSU
campus 292-3391
WV share comfortable in Camden.
Hillsdale area, for mellow nonsmoker. Rent $130
PG 6 E.
Phone 267-2119 during the eves.
I Bedroom Punt. Apt. Very private.
4150 mo.
dep. All utilities pd.
Near SJSU. Non -Smokers, Cal
2898356 after 6 pm

’2

personals

.:1

GAY MEN AND WOMEN
in the San Jose community- the Gay
Students Union meets every
Thurs. at 8 p.m in the Student
Union We offer an informal
atmosphere for gay people to
meet, make friends and explore
different aspects of our gayness
If you are entering gav life for the
first time you will find GSU a
friendly place to come out. Those
of as who need to love and be
loved by members of our own sex
need each other. For more infor
motion about our meetings and
activities watch the Spartaguide
or call the Information Office,
WE
298-GAYS. WE’RE HERE
CARE) ATTEND!
MEETING PEOPLE YOU REALLY
LIKE has never been easy
until now. At VIDEOBRIDGE you
see and hear informal interviews
of people you’d like to know bet
ter on our video tape television
system You meet only the people you want to meet and who
and your
want to meet you
privacy is always protected If
you want to make your own
choices, and control your own
social destiny, call us for more
information or a free demonstration. Remember, you only live
once, . . so make the most of it"
Call 244-3300
VIDEOBRIDGE
open M -F 11-9 pm & Sat. 11-6
pm Ask about our student dis
count?
Transcendental Hesitation? Interested in TM but don’t like the
$95 price? Read the RELAXA
TION RESPONSE by Herbert
Benson. MD. Price St*,

Free Pregnancy testing Confider,
hal abortion care Et supportive
counseling Also reasonable cost
family planning services and all
preventative warten 5 care Call
255-2773
SHARE MY SECRET
Stop spending hundreds of dollars
on losing we try my no hunger
secret Many got benefit you can
too For detatls send 53(5) to
M CH 1251 S 10th Sr #1475 J
95112
Nast, reeponeible, single working
36 yr old female w references
Ex SJSU student will housesi
for indefinite period Call Barbara
at 866.9469 between 8 4 pro
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pogindlioo, retie of ,onitents
ides, lists of figures No need to
retype for second draft of theses.
manuscripts Phone 2873975,
ask for Paul or Jeanne
CB - TV. Stereo Repair Reasonable Free pick up b Delivery
Also CO Sales Call 5299150
Experienced librarian will do
reference or research Send your
name topic & phone # to Sher
Research Service P 0 Box 6755.
San Jose, CA 95150 Prompt service, nevi:arable fees
TYPING + thesis, term papers, ex
perienced, fast, reasonable rates,
weekends also 274 7569

stereos

services

TYPING - IBM SELECTRIC
2933694
Reports, Theses. Resumes, Term
Papers. Letters, Et: Pick up and
delivery at SJSU
INTELLIGENT TYPING-editing,
itorm, grammar. Et tapes Call be
tween 9 am 9 pm Margie
Reeves, 996 1265
TYPING -TRANSCRIPTION. Term
papers, resumes theses, senior
protects, letters etc 75C page
and up IBM Correction Selec
trics Small business accounts
solicited. Call 263-4525 If a child
answers, don’t hang up Ask for
KITTY CARTER
NORTH
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICE, 263-4525
Us "THE SECRETARY" type your
thesis, report or term paper Fast
and effiaree IBM Sel Corn.
ting. Weekends also available
446-1525, ask for Betty
Dissertation design or analysis
blues? Call ACRE at 328.71)5
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Free Pregnancy test, counseling,
on alternatives to pregnancy
Competent pregnancy ternyna
tion. All services confidential
Call CHOICE 368 2766
Dates-gm the most from your social
life. Let us help you Question
mare sent in discreet envelope
All info confidential Matchzlik
Box 24696 San Jose,
96154
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES OFFERS DATA
ANALYSIS SERVICES
’ DATA SCORING CODING
’ DATA PROCESSING
INTERPRETATION AND
REPORTING OF DATA
REASONABLE RATES CALL
14061 2628700 FOR FREE CONSULTATION AND ESTIMATE
EXPERIETNCYFEDISTTHESIS
Master’s
lioo

RneponertTsambe,Dgissert
,
Marianne
Los
Gatos, Ca. 137 Escobar Ave..
35604248
Typing - Theses, term papers. Experienced and Fast. 269-8674.
Married Couples: Need S and envoy
children? Surrogate Parents. Call
961-5928
Term papers/Thesis typed, 75
cents to 41/pg. IBM Selectric
w/vartous type balls. V Norris,
2271035.
Photography For AN OCCA1001111.
Lowstudent rates. 984-4656
TYPING - Professional machine
with type styles to suit) Term
papers, theses, letters, etc
QUALITY WORK AT REASON
ABLE RATES. CONTACT PAT
AT 24743977 EVENINGS.
COMPUTERIZED TYPING &
TYPSETTING Computer pro,
duces automatic formatting,

To the S.O.B. who stole my
Jacknife from the Classofieds
Counter - That knife was a we
sent from my father lsince pass
ad away) and I WANT IT BACK,’
Just put it back where you got it
- if you have any sense of
decency at all, you moron
DO YOU LIKE "THE STREETS OF
SAN FRANCISCO"
DID YOU
KNOW IT IS BEING CANCELLED
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
SEE IT AGAIN IN THE FALL,
COME TO ROOM JC 208 BETWEEN 1305 3:30 AND SIGN A
PETITION THAT WILL BE MAILED TO ABC IN NEVV YORK. 1000
SIGNATURES ARE NEEDED,
SO PLEASE HELPIII!

travel
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Parts
CHARTER FliGHTS
Shannon
Milan
London
Frankfort
. . Amsterdam
Athens
Zurich
..
Israel
Rome .
Brussels
Hong Kong
Lisbon
Philippines
Mexico
Chicago
New York
Hawaii
Travel services availBrute.) Pass
able Eurail Pass
.
International Student Identi
ty Card Issuance
Youth Hos
tel Cards
Overseas Job
Flacernent tStudents Only)
.
Tour Information 1Budget)
Students intraeuropean Flights Es
Trains
Camping tours in Eur
ope
Student Flights to Asia,
Africa, Australia, & Middle East
.
Travelers In.
from Europe
surance . . Travel Publications
Car Leasing and Purchasing
. .
Student Tours to Israel &
Contact
USSR from Europe
Roi B. Davis at CAMPUS
TRAVEL ADVISORS, 505 S
10th Sr at Williams St San
Jose, CA 95112 14061 292-1613,
Mon. Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m Of by
appointment 259-8356
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
Student charter flights year
rd. I SCA 1609 Westwood
Blvd. 8103 L.A Calif 90024
(2131826,5669 526-0955
Low Cost Rights to Europe from
$259 Israel from 9469. plus
Africa and the Far East Call Toll
Free Europe Intl Ltd
(8001 233-7676
GOING ABROAD? Chances are you
need appliances that operate on
220 volt. 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO.. 6419 Tele
graph Ave , Oakland. Tet
415654-4751
WORKSHOP - Independent
Travel The A to Z of EUROPE on
your own Firsthand, consumer
-oriented We are not a travel
agency Planning workshop Sun
5;15, 6:30 am -6:00 pm LeBaron
Hotel, S.J Reserv: 354-8043

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count awns 30 hitters anti spares for each line)

35
.35
35
35

Services

Print na meAddr ess

Phone

_

Cit
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

_Enclosed Ise-
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PASSPORT & ID Photo Special $2 oft w oil tor 2 color or 4 B&W
photos Regular Price $7 50 JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY, 293 7003 20
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ lbw
tweet, 1st & 2nd Street)

Let our
Hard Working(???)
Classified Manager
Handle all of your
Advertising needs

HOUSESITTING
Single, mature librarian will house
sot your home during all or part of
summer sesston (June 26 Aug
41 while attending SJSU Refer
ences upon request Contact A
Lawrence, P.O. Box 392, Columbia, CA 95310
TO AU- TREKKIES: The Film
Twenty Seventh Day is the for
runner of STAR TREK ONE OF
THE SCIENCE FICTION
GREATS. HERE AT MORRIS
DAILEY, FRIDAY. MAY 13, 75
10 pm ADMISSION 75C Alpha
Phi Omega
HAPPY
4TH FLOOR ’WEST
MAY BIRTHDAY LADIES &
GENTS P.S. Good Luck on
Finals.

11

SAVE THIS AD Before you Purchase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 map( brands of Audio. TV,
tape, car stereo. etc Advice on
purchasing the Right geat the
lest time with no hassles We
nlanufaCture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
public
Sounds Unique,
9682863, Tries -Fri. 16, Sat
12-5

WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
(as much or as little as you want
- you decide)
THE SHAKLEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN.
See results the first week
Get the nutrients you need
Enpy easy -to prepare meals
Eat a variety of foods
Cut calories without counting
C311 Bob 266.1453 bean 5-7 p.m.
Mile Baths Er Casual Club. Private
Rooms, lockers. 24 hrs. San
Jose. Call 275-1215.

Each
adds bona,
day

Check a Classification
Announcements
ir Automotive
ii Entertainment
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Campus residence proposed
with pool, recreation facility
(continued from page 1)
"There are pool and
recreation facilities already in the building. That
could be really nice living
only two blocks from campus," he said.
As for the condition of
the downtown area, Welsh
said, "One of the premises
on which I’m basing a lot of
my ideas and act ions is the

(

To get the HUD money,
Welsh will need to do a
feasibility study.

we look like we know our
stuff, the better."
The feasibility study
will take six months to produce, Welsh said, at an estimated cost of $5,000.

If the study comes out
positive, we’ll make an application to HUD, with
architectural sketches and
initial cost considerations," he said "The more

A lot goes into a feasibility study, he said. Some of
the considerations are the
services that can be hooked
up to the site like electric,
sewer and water services,

fact that the downtown
area is being upgraded."

traffic patterns, earthquake standards, density of
the area and condition of
the site geologically.
"I know what the considerations are and the resources available in San
Jose from a professional
standpoint," Welsh said.
If everything went well,
Welsh said that occupancy
could begin within three to
five years.
"I’m really interested in
seeing some housing built.
Right now it seems student
housing in San Jose is definitely a need," Welsh said.

news summary

Volt

Taking an afternoon break among newspapers and dirty dishes, Romana Martinez (left) and Chong Kum reflect on Berkeley
COOP housing in Euclid Hall’s common dining room "It’s cheaper than dorm living," says Kum.

Econ overview
Co-op living cheaper
Laws were violated
to be presented
working lowers fees
by Nixon, says Carter
WASHINGTON (API
Presidknt Carter said
Thursday that "I performer
sonally think
President Richard Nixon
"did violate the law and did
commit impeachable offenses" in the Watergate
scandal.
In an informal gathering with reporters after a
news conference, Carter
was asked if he had watched last week’s television
interview by David Frost
with Nixon.
Saying that "I had only
seen a small part," Carter
went on to volunteer: "It

didn’t change my opinion of
President Nixon.
"I’ personally think he
did violate the law and did
commit impeachable offenses," Carter said. However. he said he believed
Nixon was being honest
when he told Frost he considered himself innocent of
such an offense.
Noting a public opinion
poll taken immediately after the first Frost interview, Carter added that
"most of the people do
agree with what I have just
said."
In the interview, Nixon

Triskaideka phobia
not fear of crackers
( AP) Today is the day
triskaidekaphobiacs might
well stay in bed.
Not only is it the 13th of
triskaidekaphobia
May
is the fear of the number 13
but it’s Friday the 13th,
regarded by the superstitious as the unluckiest of
days.
In the past, May 13 has
been unlucky for people as
various as the Viennese
Napoleon captured Vienna
on May 13. 1809; the Japanese a night club fire took
116 lives at Osaka on May
13, 1972; and Richard
his limousine was
Nixon
stoned in Caracas, Venezuela, on May 13, 1958,
while he was on a goodwill
tour assice president.
But it has not all been
bad. The last battle of the
Civil War was fought on
May 13, 1865. at Palo Pinto,
Tex. And while legend has
it that it’s unlucky to be
born on the 13th, Joe Louis
was born on this day in 1914
in Lexington, Ala., and
went on to be the world
heavyweight boxing champion from 1937 to 1949.
So, why all the fuss anyway about Friday and 13?
The belief that Friday is
a bad luck day, according
to some lore, stems from
Christ’s crucifixion on a
Friday.
Legend also has it that
sailors hated to begin a

voyage on a Friday. But
one Irish folk belief holds
that it is good to die on Friday, be buried on Saturday
and get prayed for on Sunday.
Friday comes from the
Anglo Saxon word, Frigedaeg, which means Frigg’s
Day. Frigg was the goddess of love in Norse
mythology and, oddly,
Scandanavians once considered Friday their luckiest day.
As for 13, some believe
it unlucky because that’s
the number of persons at
The Last Supper.
There is also a Norse
fable about a banquet in
Valhalla to which 12 gods
were invited. But Loki, the
spirit of evil, came uninvited as the 13th, and as a
result, Bader, a favorite of
the gods, was killed.
For those who believe
this sort of thing, new enterprises shouldn’t be
started on Friday the 13th.
But there are special
taboos too: Don’t pare your
nails, turn your mattress,
get married, visit the sick
or have dinner with 12
other persons superstition says the first or last to
rise from a dinner of 13 will
die within 12 months.
There is one lucky thing
about this Friday the 13th,
however. It’s the only one
this year. Next year there
are two, Jan. 13 and Oct. 13.

denied breaking any law or
committing any impeachable offenses. The former
president, who resigned because of the scandal that
developed after the 1972
burglary of the Democratic
national headquarters at
Washington’s Watergate
building, did acknowledge
he had let the country and
system down.

The Economies Department is sponsoring a lecture and slide presentation
on "Remote Sensing and
Economics Reconnaissance" from 2 to 4 p.m.
Tuesday in DMH 149-A.
Kenneth B. Craib, senior partner of Resources
Development Associates
and an SJSU master’s degree candidate in economics, will present an overview of the technology of

Animal keeper
freed after arrest
BERKELEY, Calif.
(AP A man haunted by
the spectre of a dog he killed decades ago has been
freed after his arrest for
housing 55 flea -ridden
hounds and one cat in a feces-carpeted home.
Eddie Cleveland, 70,
was locked up after a
neighbor complained about
the howling earlier this
week. Officers found 49
dogs when they arrested
Cleveland, then came up
with seven more animals
when they went back
Wednesday.
He was charged with
three misdemeanors
cruelty to animals, interfering with an officer and
violating a city ordinance
against keeping more than
four dogs in a single-family
home.
"When I was a kid I was
cruel to animals," said
Cleveland, who came to the
United States from the
Philippines in 1928. "My father gave me a .22 and I
shot a beautiful dog, and I

let that dog die little by little for four days.
"That dog made me pay
for everything," he said.
Pound director Diane
lwasa said Thursday that
most of the dogs found at
Cleveland’s home had
badly matted fur. "Some
had to be destroyed, but we
hope to be able to get some
of the rest in shape to be
adopted. Cleveland has
asked for three of them
back, and I think he will get
them."
The menagerie began
about three years ago when
Cleveland’s sister gave
him two poodles. Lovey
Boy and Cookie soon became parents, and Cleveland and his wife, Agatita.
refused to give the puppies
away because "our love for
the dogs is too strong."
Later, a friend gave the
Clevelands a stray named
Freeway, which in cooperation with another
stray started "a whole
new breed," Cleveland
said.

remote sensing and economic reconnaissance, its
development history and
current state of the art.
Aircraft and spacecraft
systems and environmental analysis will also be discussed.
The objective of this
seminar will be to acquaint
students and faculty members with the technology as
an information system for
natural resources survey,
analysis and economic
decision-making.
Remote sensing technology has been widely acclaimed for its potential application, particularly in
agriculture, environmental
analysis and geological exploration.
Craib has served on the
original NASA team assigned to the Earth Resources Survey Program
and is currently a member
of the Agricultural Research Institute’s Remote
Sensing Study Panel.
He is a consultant to the
Agency for International
Development, the InterAmerican Development
Bank and several foreign
governments and is currently involved in international projects involving
applications of this technology.

(continued from page 1)
The reason students are
able to live so cheaply within the co-op system is that
the volunteer work is equal
to being paid $3.60 an hour,
Palmer said.
The houses are well
taken care of by the students, according to Palmer.
"Each house is allowed
a budget they would be
taking money out of their
own pockets in addition to

Prof named
board head
for institute
Dr. Wayne Savage, professor of biology at SJSU,
has been elected president
of the board of trustees of
the Youth Science Institute.
During his term, Dr.
Savage hopes to see the
institute begin its projected
expansion as a major
science center for the
Santa Clara Valley.
In addition to teaching
botany, Dr. Savage specializes in locating and identifying rare and endangered
plant species.

THE
BIRD LADY
Drop by and visit
our wide collection
of birds including.

finches cockatielis
canaries parrots

4,1

Bird supplies & hulk seed
294-5057
965 Park Ave.

having to do the repair
work if there was any damage," he said.
Palmer said that students within the co-op system are generally happy
and that the turnover is not
high.
"Most students stay
within the co-op system
about two years," he said.
If anyone is interested
in establishing a co-op. Palmer warns, it should be
people who are willing to
make contributions of time
and energy.
"The cost of new con(

struction is unfeasible.
People will have to
establish means for funding. The establishing group
will have to be ready for
hard work," Palmer said.

HALL &
KITCHEN
RENTAL
$75
Plus refundable
cleaning deposit
For more info call

279-2300

Linda Friedman & Joy Johnston
present

JIMMY

BUFFETT
&The Coral Reefer Band
With Very Spec:tat bursts

THE AMAZING
RHYTHM ACES
tu
pro(
torn

Thursday, May 19th, 8:00 pm
San Jose Center
For The Performing Arts
$7.50, $ 6.50

T,,,ket,

Availably At I he San .lose Bre. Office Peninsidd
13,,s Offs rr
Altos The Bookmark in Fremont Tressider
Box Office Stanford University All Macs. n.
all BASS Agencies

(408) 246 11M)
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FM/AM STEREO MODULAR SYSTEM
WITH AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER,
8-TRACK STEREO RECORD! PLAYBACK DECK
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Superb reproduction of your favorite records...
FM Stereo and AM.. and a recorcl playback deck
for 8 -track stereo!
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WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
IS AN ART
One visit to our wedding gallery is all it takes for
most brides to decide. See our environmental
wedding portraits, beautiful soft-focus photography,
and unique candids. There’s really nothing like it
anywhere in the Bay Area. If you’d like to know
about Petersen and Bishop’s wedding photography
come into our studio and see for yourself, while
spring and summer dates are still available

Pittn

& B1:110/1.

PHOTOGRAPHY
438 N. Santa Cruz Ave. Los Gatos 354-2513 or 3545313
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8 -Track stereo deck with automatic tape stop
Automatic changer with cueing and diamond stylus
Two SS/82 2-way bass reflection speakers with 8" woofers.
"Levelmatic" automatic recording level control
Large illuminated tuning meter
Sleep shutoff switch, loudness control
Easy Credit Terms
Available or
Use your Rank
Credit Card,.
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Open Daily 9:30-9, Saturday 9-6, Sunday 12-5

ALLCO,

80 So, 2nd St. Open Daily 9:30.6, Sat. 9.6, Sun, 12.5

STEREO/ TV CENTERS

Closest Alco store to the SJS Campus is Our
Downtown San Jose Store at 80 South 2nd Street 297-7111

